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ATTRACTIVE TWO BEDROOM
furnished
aparnnenl. near UNM. $280/mon.th. utllide~ paid.

Cla~si~DI
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5. For Sale
MOPI.:U, 0ATAV1JS, $320. Doll Beme.ss,l96·3493.
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1 Sorrow
6 Fruit seeds
10 Anthracite
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16 Monstrous
17 Utah Indian:
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BRJ-7142.
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18 Cleanser
19 Anem:
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2words
20 Golf shots
22 Marred
24 Ponds
26 Asian nobles
27 In decline
30 Mass. univ.
31 Sand wedge
32 Flowers
37 Insect
38 Forestall
40 Old l!Uto
41 Was hope·
less
43 Prohibit
44 US tax gp.
45 Asian area:
2 words
48 Violins
51 Reno number
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l''"'ition, current "Cerl. required. Hour" 1le:~uble.
:1<1l<1ry up to $5-.0<l per hour. Cl)nta't Central YMCA.
~·l:\-4571 m 242-'124~. Ed or Vic:ki.
Ad 1
JhWISU Rf:'tlGIOl!S SCHOOL t'i looking for
tca.:hcr~ wl1o l!an teach Heb.rew, prayer and Jewisll
!leritagc. Call J. Goldman, 821-8270.
8t1'7
I. AU\' WA NTF;D Jt"QR aucuding Gallery. -son1e
denO!al and lighl J\ou.sekeeping work. .i.l 0 hours
w~:~:kly. Oo01.lti\l·e Oallery. I JO Vas'iar SF, 2~6-1353.
6/ll
PART TIME .JOB Afternoon'i :and cvenillgs. Must be
able 10 work Friday <lild Saturday nights. Must be- Zl
year-; old. Apply in person, no phone caUs, please.

·\Qt'.-\JK

~FN:rn-·J~OR.

Sao,c-way liquor Stores a1 5104 Loma-s N.E .• !i516
Menaul N.E.
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7. Travel

52 Crosspiece

54 Dog
58 Mr. Shankar
59 California city
61 Of ducts
62 USAF heroes
63 Famed prep
school
64 Heath
65 Direction
66 Melody
67 Adjust

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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1 Agls.
2 Skip over
3 Frown
4 Turk

5 Smelled bad 27Twosome
6 Fare
28 ocean bird
7 Nigerian
29 Army beds
8 Anuran
33 Buying back
9 Titan
34 Plastics
10 Table wine
Ingredient
11 Weight unit 35 NY team
12 Coincide
36 Carbon
13 UK city
38 Leopards:
21 Prior to
Archaic
23 Pass out
39 Meat pies
25 Rise 42 Musician

i

Dare
46 Girl's name
47 Relaxer
-48Fodder
49 Vestige
50 Storms
53 Con-:
Mus.
55 Wading bird
56 Confront
57 Apartment
60 Put on
43
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~mokcr. Call242·3341, evenings.
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TfiRElt.fiVE lJ.I-:DROOM hous.e- available for rent

CATCH A RIDE by reading. Ad,.erti!:e your ride In

lhe Daily Lobo.

712

8. Miscellaneous
MILITARY SllOR'TS, CAMOUFLAGE shorts,
D.C. ca.rptn1cr jeans, Army pants-great selt!(t\on,
great prices, Kau(man's. West, .a real Artny&Navy
Store, 504 "'a!t:SE, 2S6..0000,

712

Dallct, Jau. Tal'·

1-'l.ctme CJa•;.<.c~. ('hddren. tc<lm, adult<o.

7J9

A'(7TRA<'Y ca'ARANT.EED. TYPJ~
rea•a,n.abh.> r.ut-~. lHM Selcctrn:. Judy, 82.1-·B6m, 299"-'WH.
6?18
Ai-TYPI~T. PAI'i':RS. SD1 rerora!l. resume5. 2.1J9R970.
8t6
A('Cl'RAlE, f:XPERIENCED 'T\'I'IST. College
~llrk,

resurne'l,lr.;mscnl:tjng,

29<~0167.

7130

t:XPf:RIENCED 'T\'P!ST··ENGLISH M.\, ctlitor,

publi'ihcd_wrifft. Fd!ring Available. Z~6·9S~O. 1130GUITAR I.&'i.iiONS: AU. styles. Mart's Cuitar

Studio. '6S·~l15.

trn

SA(if.Dltt!SU nEVOE BAND wants to play for yqur
next weekend ba'ih. Our country style is mmic to. your
e-ar~~

C'alf Kelly, 26S-:'H 72.
711
FREE HAIRCUT WITH p<nn or bodywave only_
~.00 off all haircuts. Cellfiphancs, 5-20.00. Hennas,

compare and save

Chamisa Bookshop
visit us at our new address

1602 Central S.E.
2 blks W. of University Blvd.

243-3100
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•I Week Long Super . pednl •1
1 slice cheese pi.zzn & 1

.I
~

!

1I

lof yout fnvotlte toppings, I
I c~u~~!~e soft ~!!~~ I

w!

I

....

& tox
6/11/81 thru 6/17/81

Whole Whe~t, Neopolltan, Sicilian
127 Horvo.td SE -1/2 bl. South. of Cen. tto.l
_
. eat In the patio

--------

•
• ..,

Thursday, June 18, 1981

Campus Child Co-op
Receives $21,908 Grant
For Low Income Care
The UNM Child Care Co-op has
been granted $21,908 from the New
Mexico Department of Human
Services.
The grant, for June to September, comes through Title XX
funding which is block funding
from the federal government for
social service projects on the state
level.
Co-op Administrator George
O'Neil said the $21,908, which
allows for free child care for 30
children of eligible low income
families until September 30, is the
second such contract the co-op has
signed. He said the new contract
was possible only with the help of
some very influential people.
The ASUNM Lobby Committee
wrote the contract proposal with
State Rep. Felix Nunez and per•
suaded Larry Ingram, secretary of
the State Department of Human
Services, to quickly approve the
contract, O'Neil says.
In_gram's .department distributes
the.federal Title XX funds, which
are also used for maternity and
child health centers and battered
women shelters.
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Apt 2, 25'\·6392, 842..(){)58.

l·ngh•,h ill llNM Literature \tudent~ welcome. ('all
2~(1>1. l89.
119
l'l·;R.l'OR!\.ltN(i ART~· STUDIO, 2219 Lead SE.

Wntk tn l!NM.
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wt:nOJNG RIN-Gs, SAVl•: -money, cuo:,wm-made,
man~ <.lyles, HK gold. $200-$250 a pair, Call Jerry,
~1\74, evening~ und weekend~.
6/18

4. Housing

Aotn.Ts~~o JIHTh; nt:oar UNM. Discount lea~e
huul.-..hl"d I, 2 h~drnom~·all utilitie'i. 1811 Le-<1.d SB

3. Services

CatltSit: l'lf; bct""Cl'l1 ( 'rmlam:hc and Momgumcry.

hly.l44 7'161.
'6/ll
ROOMMAU: WAN'n;D, NON·SMOI(ER, for
large, very nice 2 bdr. 2 bath. furni~hed apartment
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BI<:OROOM AI)ARTMf:NT near UNM,
Hn~pitah, gar:~gc-, $(50, Water paid, 26H-7lHL 6• I l
"-AN·nm, RESPilNSiiJI.f: I.AUY housesitter for
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mittee established by the university,
is to offer courses involving the coop through the home economics
department.
Another alternative is to establish
an institute for the study of children
by psychologists, educators and
others. In taking steps in this
direction, the co-op is or has been
involved in:
-An upcoming special issue of
"New America," the UNM
American Studies Department
journal, with the theme "The Child
in Contemporary America. •'
-Several courses offered for next
semester, including "Day Care and
the Learning Process'' and
"Constructive Discipline," both
offered by the College of
Education.
-A series of lectures, panel
discussions. and workshops about
children and child care.
-A national conference of the
Coalition for Can1pus Child Care
held at UNM last A pri!.

~):~~~
•'c·~t1S'~~;#J~;,•,

A Burmese Python is exhibited by herptologist Bob Semmler, in the Museum of Southwest Biology, to
a Rec. 400 class. Semmler said the python is a house pet. It is more than five feet long and has not eaten
in six months. It can survive for as long as two years without food, he said. (Photo by Sill Wechter}

UNM Professor Takes Post

O'Neil said he already has
An associate professor in the
between 16 and 25 UNM fa~ulty
Anderson
School of Management
members willing to work with the
at
UNM
has
been appointed to a
co-op on its academic projects.
one-year post as senior staff
Possible relocation of the co-op
The co-op has the strong support economist on the President's
and establishing its academic link of University President William Council of Economic Advisers.
with the university also seem 'Bud' Davis, Vice President
possible.
Johnson, and ASUNM President
Allen Parkman, the professor,
will work primarily in the area of
Because the New Mexico Mike Austin, O'Neil. said.
economic regulation, serving with
Legislature did not appropriate
He
said
the
university's
support
12 other individuals on the senior
funds for the renovation of Mesa
fO'T
the
co-op
"is
amazing
since
staff.
Vista Hall, the Co-op is assured of
He currently serves on the State
its present location for at least many students are not parents ..•
although society is changing so
another year, O'Neil said.
rapidly the university is constantly
UNM's Vice President for retraining' • older people who are
Student Affairs Marvin "Swede" more likely to have children than
Johnson said, "If we (the younger students.
A plan to use high pressure steam
university) are lucky, we'll get the
O'Neil
said
the
co-op
will
not
to
generate electricity for the UNM
appropriations to renovate Johnson
know
until
August
if
it
will
receive
campus
would pay for itself in a
Gym in 1982, Then, I would predict
an
additional
$80,460
in
Title
XX
little over a year, Larry Schuster,
the co-op would not have to move
funds for use in fiscal year 1982.
UNM's conservation .engineer,
until at least 1983.
"We're the type of program said.
"The university has made a
Bridgers and Paxton, local
committment that we would Reagan can support. We're
productive.
Having
two
pe{)ple
in
consulting
mechanical engineers,
provide facilites for the co-op but
the
family
working
will
be
with
us
have
prepared
a technical report for
the exact location has not been
from
here
on.
Besides,
with
the
the
university
on the viability of
decided yet."
support of the university's steam-produced electricity.
For survival the C{)·Op must president, vice president and the
establish an academic link with the student body president, we'll get
Their plan wottld create enough
university, O'Neil said.
electricity
to run the Ford Utilities
what is necessary to continue. They
A link possibility, suggested by a really make a good backfield," Center's fans, pumps, lights and
other equipment and the remaining
Child Care Co-op Search Com· O'Neil said.
electricity would be fed to the UNM
electrical grid, Schuster said.
Presently the steam, produced by
boilers at 500 degrees and 235
pounds o! pressure per square inch,
is used to drive chillers to provide
the campus with cooling and, after
reducing the pressure with valves,
and writing of Romantic poetry. At heating. · ·
A UNM English professor,
the time of her death, she was
Marcia Tillotson, 40, died Sunday
editing the works of Lord Byron
in a Houston hospitaL
and writing a study of rhyme in
She had taught at UNM since English p{)etry.
1968.
Tillotson, who grew up in
Tillotson is survived by her
Chicago and won a National Merit husband, Fred Warner, also a
In the Thursday, April 11
Scholarship to Radcliffe College, UNM English professor; her
issue
of the Daily Lobo it was
earned both a master's degree and a parents, Edith and Paul Tillotson
incorrectly
stated that several
doctorate from the University of of Chicago; and one brother, David
·
products
were
not available at
Chicago.
Tillotson of Washington, D.C.
local grocery stores. This should
At UNM she served on the
have
read "non-applicable,"
University Policy Committee and
Memorial contributions may be
The Lobo regrets the error.
was co-director of freshman sent to the American Cancer
English,
Society, 5800 Lomas N.E,,
She specialized in the teaching Albuquerque, 87 I I 0.

Bar of New Mexico and has
published articles in support of
deregulation in both economic and
law journals.

with degrees in both,'' he said.
Parkman came to UNM in 1975
and will take a one-year leave of
absence without pay to fulfill his
appointment, which begins August

He received his doctorate in
economics from the University {)f
California, Los Angeles and a juris
doctorate from the UNM Law
School, which he cites as one reason
for his appointment. "Economic
regulation combines economics and
law and there are not many people

l.
He is the second faculty member
from the Anderson School of
Management t{) be appointed to the
council. In April, Jerry L. Jordon,
former dean of the school, accepted
the third seat on the President's
Council of Economic Advisers.

Steam Turbines May Save Money
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In the project, the reducing
valves would be replaced with
turbines and the resulting electricity
would provide 16 percent of the
university's energy consumption.
Schuster said he hopes the system
will be installed by the end of this
year. The initial cost would be
$426,000 but the turbines would
save UNM about $360,000 in the
first year.
"This type of project is in
keeping with the philosophy of
saving the most. amount of energy
at the least possible cost,'·' Schuster
said.

"We're not just talking about
saving 16 pecent of the electricity in
one building. We're saving 16
percent for the entire campus with
essentially one piece of equipment.
I think it will be money well spent,
nut only as an energy saver but as a
hedge against power outages<''
The turbines will ensure that
emergency electrical is available in
case of a blackout because as long
as natural gas flows into the central
plant, helping produce steam, the
plant can keep operating, Schuster
added.

Holt Agrees to Fee
The New Mexico Student Union
and the ASUNM Film Committee
have reached an agreement of a $25
per night rental fee for the Union's
facilities.
Cliff Holt, director of the Union,
told ASUNM President Mike
Austin in April that the rent would
be raised to $100 from $10 per
scheduling for the film c{)mmittee.
Austin said the proposal was
unacceptable and offered to pay
from 10 percent to 15 percent more.
A 10 percent increase would have
raised the rent to $11.
Austin said the rental increase
was based on an increase of 15 cents
per ticket.
The rent may range between $25

and $60 a night, he said.
The committee, which will have
three showings a night, will pay rent
based on the number of tickets sold
per scheduling, Austin said.
No othet changes were made.
An alternate proposal to the $100
rental fee made in April was for no
rental charges and the Union would
be -responsible for the operation
and management of the theater.
ASUNM would have been
responsible for the promotion,
sele~tion and evaluation of films,
including allocations for the
minority film program.
The Union would have received
rev.enue generated from concessions
and ticket sales.
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Campus Briefs

lncoines Rise, Edge Inflation
WASHINOTON --The personal
income of Americans continued to
grow slowly in May, barely keeping

Auto Workers
Return T'o
I_jabor Union
WASHINGTON-- The AFL-CIO
Wednesday formally accepted the
United Auto Workers union back
into the giant labor federation
which the U AW left in the I 960s.
AFL-CIO
Pre»dent
Lane
Kirkland informed UA W President
Douglas Fraser in a two paragraph
letter that the federation's executive
council had voted unanimously to
issue n certificate of affiliation 10
the antoworkers union.
Rcaffiliation of the 1.2 millionmember UAW will give the AFLCIO nearly 15 million members.
Federation Secretary-Treasurer
Thomas Donahue said the reaffiliation is effective July l. He said
any move to place Fraser on the 35member executive council would
have to come at a later dare.
In his letter to Fraser, Kirkland
e~pressed his {'lersonal appreciation
l\1 the UA W president and his
executive board for their leadership
in pushing the reaffiliation effort.
The UA\\' executive board voted
,on June 9 to accept Kirkland's
longstanding invitation to rejoin
the federation, following a
referendum among UA W rankand-file leaders that showed
overwhelm in~ approval.

with inflation, the Commerce
Department reported Wednesday.
Personal income rose by $13.7
billion, or 0.6 percent, to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$2.4 trillion -·the department said.
That's an average income of
$HR:l8 per person.
The monthly rise was much
smaller than those in the year's
early months. There were increases
of $24 billion in January, $17
billion in February and $22 billion
in March.
The May increase was small
enough so that - even though
int1ation has come down sharply
from early in the year- incomes in
May were barely keeping pace with
inflation.
''This gain in income represents
little or no real increase for the
third month in a row," said
William Cox, acting chief
economist of the Commerce
Department.
The assessment is an estimate,

11p

N eighlJorlt.ood Survey
Indicates Satisfaction

&ince May's inl"lation figures have •
not been completed yet. But the
same p••rcentage increase in income:> in April produced virtually
no real gain that month, even
though int1ation was then half its
rate of last year.
The Consumer Price Index grew
at an annual rate of 5 percent in
April, compared to 10 percent for
the previous 12 months. Inflation in
May is expected to be roughly the
same or slightly higher than April's
figure.
Americans stepped up their
purchases of consumer goods by
$12 billion, .Or 0. 7 percent, the May
figures showed.
As a result, personal saving
declined by about $2 billion, or 2.1
percent in May. Americans now
save about 5 percent of their aftertax income, lower than most industrial countries.

Stock Market Report
NEW YORK - The stock
market, aided by considerable
strength in oil issues, staged a
late rally Wednesday and
finished generally higher in
moderateiy active trading.

Exchange index rose 0. 54 to
77.34 and the price of an average
share increased 24 cents.

Brokers said the oils, which
have been hard hit lately, apparently were bolstered by
investors replacing borrowed
shares sold earlier. Investors
also were encouraged by reports
that a House Democratic task
force recommended a cut in the
corporate tax rate.

Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges and over the counter at
4 p.m. totaled 64.1 million
share~,
compared with 66.4
million traded Tuesday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange index climbed 4 points
to 367.42 and the price of a
$hare rose 20 cents.
On the Amex, declines topped
advances 307 to 282 among the
797 issues traded at 4 p.m.
Volume at that time totaled 7.3
million shares, compared with
6.98 million traded Tuesday.

As a result, the Dow 1ones
Industrial average, which was
down about sLx points at
midafternoon, came back in the
final.hour to gain 3.23 points to
1006.56.
The New York Stock

Big Board volume totaled 55.5
million shares, down from the
57.8 million traded Tuesday.

Air Traffic Talks Cease; Strike Chances High
. .concerns. It does touch on pay but
WASH!NGTDN - The Federal 17,000 controllers, rejected an offer
Lewis, whose agency oversees the only for a few people. It isn't the
Aviation Administration and the presented Monday by the FAA and
union representing air traffic left the bargaining table. No new FAA, said the $40 million package kind of broad rellef our people are
offered increased pay for con- seeking."
controllers broke off contract talks talks were scheduled.
PATCO wants the FAA to
Federal employees are barred troJlers giving on-the-job training
Wednesday, heightening chances of
a strike Monday that could sharply from striking but the union set a or performing night duty. He said endorse a blll in Congress calling
the FAA promised to seek a for top annual pay of $73,420 and a
June 22 strike deadline last month.
curtail air transportation.
A walkout could take out as congressional exemption from the 32-hour work week. Controllers
The government immediately much as 85 percent of the worknow make between $20,000 and
said it will do all in its powerto end force but the FAA has worked out current $50,112 pay ceiling for $50,000 based on a 40-hour week.
any walkout by controllers and plans to serve about half of the federal employees to accommodate
The contract mainly covers
the premium pay.
arrest strikers as a last resort.
normal commercial traffic and
working conditions. As Civil
The Professional Air Traftic perhaps :45 percent of traffic
PATCO's Marcia Feldman said Service employees, controllers'
Controllers
Organization, overall, Most flights under 500 Wednesday the FAA's offer salaries and hours are set by
representing 15,0C<l of the nation's miles would be grounded.
"doesn't begin to deal with our Congress.

Loan Seminar Planned

college educators with information on training,
education, and career opportuniti\'S available in the
U.S. Army, N;wy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard and
Air Forc'e.
The course will begin on July 6 and will meet daily
through July 17 from I to 4 p.m. at the Armed
Forces Reserve Center, 400 Wyoming N.E.
Enrollment is limited. Enrollment applications will
be completed at the first class meeting on July 6.

A Residential Home Loan Seminar will be cosponsored June 30 by the UNM Division of Con·
tinuing Education and Rio Rancho, Inc., and will be
held at UNM.
The seminar is designed to introduce new and
alternative methods for obtaining residential
mortgage loans. Methods covered will include
renegotiable rate mortgage, graduated payment
mortgage, variable interest rate mortgage, wraparound mortgage, and other aspects of current
residential financing methods.
The seminar is scheduled from 7:30 p.m. to 10
The New Mexico Poison, Drug Information anc.
p.m. Although admission is free, registration is
Medical
Crisis Center and the U.S. Environmental
required. To register, call the UNM Conference
Protection Agency are charting the hazards of
Registrar:277 -6542.
pesticides for humans.
Dr. William Troutman, director of the poison
center at UNM, urged all residents to report
suspected poisonings of any kind, even if the victim
Lesbian and Gay Pride Week will be June 22 to appears to be in no danger. People who call in
June 28 this year in New Mexico. A series of events reports receive qualified medical advice about how to
have been scheduled during the week culminating handle poisonings, and in the process contribute data
with the Lesbian and Gay Pride March and Rally on that will improve the accuracy of the EPA study.
June 27.
The New Mexico Poison, Drug Information and
New Mexico Lesbian and Gay Pride Week is Medical Crisis Center can be reached toll-free from
coordinated with a nationwide effort to create a anywhere outside Albuquerque by dialing 1-800-432better understanding of Lesbians and gay men within 6866. Albuquerque area residents carl call843-2551.
the society.
Two of the week's events are scheduled at UNM.
June 23, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in room 231 of the
SUB, is the Lesbian/Gay Community Night, an open
house and information gathering about homosexual
The psychology department at UNM is looking for
community groups. June 27, gathering at Yale Park
sexual
deviants to participate in an on-going
on UNM campus at 9:30a.m., will begin the Lesbian
program
involving treatment through covert sen·
and Gay Pride March and Rally. The march will
sitization,
proceed down to the Civic Plaza.
Richard Mascolo, a program coordinator, said,
"Covert sensitization is useful with addictive
behaviors as well as sexual deviants. What happens is
A graduate-level credit course that will involve the we pair, through imagination, a sexually deviant act
latest information on military service will be offered with a negative image, like nausea or the idea of
this summer through UNM, the Division of Con- going to jail. We have an 85 percent success rate in
tinuing Education and Community Service and the treating these people."
Anyone who is interested in the program is asked
UNM department of guidance and counseling.
to
call the psychology department. There are no age
The course, Guidance 492: Counseling for Careers
in the Military Service, will provide school and limitations and the program is free.

Poison Studv Near End

-

Gay Pride Week Set

Progra1n Needs Subjects

Sl.unmer Course Offered

A wrvey of about 4250
Albuquerque resident~ ~onducted
by the lJNM Albuquerque llrban
Observatory
indicated
that
although 88.6 percent of the adult
Albuquerqueans
surveyed
are
satisfied with their neighborhoods,
they also felt they lacked control
over what happened in their
communities.
The survey to inform public
policy and servke providers of the
human
services
needs
in
Albuquerque was conducted for the
Human Services
Albuquerque
Needs Assessment on neighborhood quality, personal .and
property crime, police protection,
employment-including teenage
employment-childcare,
transportation, nutrition, family and
neighborhood problems, physical
and dental health and housing.
Gene Ramo, former director of
the Albuquerque department of
human services, said findings of
particular significance for the city
are the need for short term services
in mobile sections of the city, such
as infant care and einployment
counseling and the need for daycare
services for single parents.
The study indicated that about 9
percent of the population said they
either had a child in daycarc or
needed it, The most frequently
encountered problem was difficulty
in finding quality childcare,
follo\\ed by the cost of childcare.
The most frequently identified
neighborhood problems were air
pollution and inadequate local
recreational
facilities
and
programs. Although 93.2 percent
of the residents felt safe alone on
their neighborhood streets during
the day, only 41.1 percent felt safe
at night.

Read more into your
phone service with
the Customer Guide.
Dn you \Vant to know how to plug in your own
telephone? Saw money nn your phone bill? Or
simply t!miout how to get the most out of your
phone SL'n·tce. am! still stay within your budget? If
you do. then here·s some good reading that can help
you: the Customer Guide. in the front section of
vour
directorv..
. White Pages
'
The Customer Guide is easv tn use. easY tn
rt•ad. and it's filled with the information vou.need. It
can tl'!l You hn\v tn saw nnlncal service.\X11at to do
when yntJ·re making changes in your home that
cnult! affect ynur phone. Or what sort of options are
anihtble to makt• ynur phone do mort' for ynu. And
there's much more.
And of course. if you have any other questions.
the numhers ynu need to get in touch with us an~ all
there, ton.
So if you want to get more out nf your phone
service, turn to tlw front of the phone hook. And let
the Customer Guide show you the way.

For the way you live.
@
Mountain Bell

Property theft occurs far more
frcljucntly in Albuquerque than any
other types of crime reported,
according to the report. Forty-two
point one percent of the surveyed
population had nronerty stolen in
the last five years.
Overall the job done by the
Albuquerque police wa~ evaluated
positively . They received the lowest
scores on effectiveness and helpfulness, with 25 percent of the
population considering them
deficient in effectiveness and 15
percent in helpfulness.
Transportation data indicate the
auto is the principal mode of city
transportation and about 3 percent
of the population said it had
trouble getting to places because of
inadequate public transportation.
Youth drug abuse was considered
a greater problem than youth
alcohol abuse. However, alcohol
abuse among all people was
identified as a greater prohlem than
drug abuse in the neighborhood
and household.
Because the usefulness of the
data is dependent on the
information needs of human
services providers, the survey was
developed using feedback on
problem areas for human services
needs from the city department of
human services and other city
departments, human service
agencies, presidents of neighborhood associations and members
of the Albuquerque Citizen
Advisory Group.
"This kind of extensive research
effort has not gone on in any other
part of tlte country," Louis
Colombo, >enior research associate
at the Albuquerque Urban
Observatory, said.
~urvey

Watch for Weekly
VALUES!!!

Harry's Place
Sumnte•• Hours: 8:00 a.m. ·3:00p.m.

Central at Yale 242-7360
In the Lobo CampttH Pharmacy, behind Xcwsland

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

1/4lb. Polish Dog and a
sJUall drink for just S:l.40.
~~~~
Coupon expires J unc 24, 19tH
~

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

$189 with coupon
Reg. 52 2'
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
expires 6124181
5231 Central NW

Open at
11:00 Daily
Other Locations
10015Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

Free 9 oz. glass of

FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUIC
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger·
{$1.20 or morel

expires 6/24/81
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DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Using 'Male Pill'. Will Alter
Relations Between the Sexes
The Chinese have just inspired a new verse to an old
Southern favorite:

The goal of Ills and Pills is Ia provide basic drug information to the
community of the University of New Mexico, Drug information is
often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing. Also,
no Ills and Pills article should be used as a sale guide to selftreatment or drug use. This column is written by students of the
UNM College of Pharmacy.

thing to have.
You know, this newest development brings up a
whole slew of ideas on the changing roles of men and
women. Maybe the Chinese could come up with a
way tor men to carry the baby. Possibly some sort vf
implant would work, sort of like sea horses. That way,
husbands and wives could take turns if they were
planning on having more than one child (orflip a coin
for the first if they hadn't made up their minds yet).
Maybe we're jumping ahead of ourselves. There are
many more practical steps to equality of the sexes that,
have not yet been taken. Women have enthusiastically
dived into the job market, but men haven't dived into
the housework with anything more than a sigh. Even
though the majority of women work, very few men
provide more than minimal help at home.
Recently, a group of single men who take care of
their children started getting together every week to
discuss the problems with holding down a job and
taking care of a household. Good for them; it's only
fair men have the opportunity to share their experiences instead of being induced to wmk it out on
their own. Ironically, one member of the group was
heard to complain that being homemaker and
breadwinner was simply too much work for one
person. Women have known that for years.

f wish I were in the land of cotton,
Old times there are not forgotten,

Look away, look away, look away,
Ortake your pif/.
You see, the doctors over on the mainland have
come \JP with a oral contraceptive for males, a
derivative of cottonseed oil. Dr. Wu Chieu-Ping, vice
president of the fiihinese Academy of Medical
Sciences says they are already testing the pill in men.
Isn't that neat? If the FDA doesn't ban its use in the
United States, pretty soon the responsibility fo~
contraception will rest evenly on both partners
shoulders. Finally, it won't be ass\Jmed that women
will simply "take care of it."
Of course, as one female friend of mine pointed out,
since it's the woman who gets pregnant, what kind of
guarantee is there that the man ha.s ta~en the P_ill -even when he claims he has? How s this for an idea:
any man who is. taking the pill can wear a bright scarlet
circltJ w1th a slash through it (the symbol for the null
sEJt) JLISt as in The Scarlet Letter by Hawt~o;ne.
Handled correctly, it could turn into a very prest1g1ous

':Jft'tlia·m !Ji)outle4, fYJen .'J}JaUM®, i!!O.?n ffw.an40n.

DOONESBURY

Letter

Self - Defense Israel's Motive
Editor,
Your editorial of June 11 is not only hypocritical in
1ts self-righteousness: it also shows a deep ignorance
of some bash; facts of life.
Imagine, if you will. the U.S. concentrated in a
narrow, long strip of approximately 10,000 square
miles only, in New Mexico. !To get the picture, recall
that New Mexico alone is more than 10 times that
area II Further, imagine that on all sides, it is
surrounded by hostile states who have vowed to
destroy it, Iraq. in fact, is one of those states who did
not sign an armistice treaty with Israel.

Can you say, in all honesty, that, under these circumstances, the president of the U.S. would not have
had the right to decide what "goes on" within another
neighbor's borders - especially when the "going on"
was the manufacture of an atomic bomb destined, by
public announcement, to be used against the U.S?
Hard to imagine? I don't blame you. We, in the
U.S., are very lucky not to have had any war- much
less a war of total destruction - fought within our
borders. Israel has had several s\Jch wars. In acting
against lraq,lsrael simply insured its own survival.

by Garry Trudeau
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Summer cooling bills can be
lowered through a little effort
according to the New Mexico
Energy Institute, based at UNM.
Swamp coolers, evaporative
cooling units used by most New
Mexicans, should have new pads
each year, tight electrical connections, clean blower wheels, welllubricated bearings, no leaky water
pipes and exposed portions of
cooling ducts should be insulated.
The cooler should be run early in
ihe morlling with the windows open
to clear out the overnight heat
buildup then turned ofr until the
afternoon.
The cooler should be turned off
in the evenings and when no one is
home.
While evaporative coolers only
work properly with windows open,
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REFOR"' '" NEW M EXIC.O?
You MUST BE SEEitJ' TH INfiSl!

LIQUOR

a

member o.f the Columbia
University Faculty Seminar in
American Civilization and on the
advisory board of the Sun Valley
Center for the Arts and Humanities
in Sun Valley, Idaho.
July 27, Dr. George R. Schwartz,
director of the division of
emergency medicine and associate
professor ilt the department of
family, community and emergency
medicine at UNM, will give his talk
Food Power: How Foodv Can
Change Your Mind, Your Per-

continued on page 6
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House
Hunting,
or Selling?
Call Edgar Cordoba, ·
your UNM Area Specialist,
at Hooten/Stahl,
881·7470, or 821·0335 eve.
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We need you at this 800 bed teaching hospital
associated with major medical schooL
Investigate the exciting life~!yle,_low cost of
living and career opportunities m the most
dynamic city in the southwest. We offer
generous full range benefits package and ex·
cellent compensation.
Don't miss this opportunity! Call or write tor
more information:
Diana Handler, Personnel Dept.
Parkland Memorial Hospital
5201 Harry Hines Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75235
(214) 637·8063, Ext. 358
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Golden
Deep Fried
Cauliflower

Other measures that will help
keep the house cooler include using
stoves, washers and dryers and
taking hot showers in the early
morning and evening, keeping the
attic well ventilated and doing more
cooking and entertaining outdoors.

·-

June 23, Tuesday, 7 p.m.
1

2216 Central SE
265-5986

Drapes in the house can also cut
heat gains by as much as 50 percent
and a combination of light-colored
opaque drapes and Venetian blinds
works best.
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for refrigerated air conditioning
units .the windows should be closed.
Shade trees also help keep down
costs by keeping the sun off roofs
and walls and by intercepting solar
radiation. Deciduous trees, which
lose their leaves in the autumn, can
reduce the need for summer cooling
by 50 percent.

....,,.,.._TECH OL
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGISTS
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS
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The: Nuv Mexico Dalb Lobo is published Monday
through Friday every regular week ot the Univc:rsny
year. W«kly ~urlng dosed ·and finals we~k.s~ and
Srudent PubiicatiMs

American
Indianwas
Artsawarded
in Santa the
Fe
in 1969 and
Vincent Price Poetry Award the
same year. His poetry has been
published in anthologies such as the
The Remembered Earth, Southwest
and Voices from the Rio Grande.
In 1972, Littlebird was included
in a film on living American Indian
craftsmen and writers and he will
have his poetry and songs featured
in a film yet to be produced.
Littlebird
conducts
creative
writing workshops for the New

Mexico
Poets-in-the-Schools
Program and the Albuquerque and
Santa Fe Indian Schools. He has
been a guest poet at the University
of California-Davis and San Diego
State University.
Dr. Howard K. Davis, archaeologist and president of Artesia
Christian College, will be the third
guest lecturer of the series with the
talk Search }'or Evidence of Noah's
Ark scheduled for July 13. Davis
climbed Mt. Ararat in Turkey with
an expedition team in August 1980
in search of Noah's ark and plans
to begin another expedition this
summer.
Dr. Lillian Schlissel, director of
the American Studies Program and
professor of English at the
Brooklyn College of the City
University of New York, will speak
July20 on Frontier Women.
Schlissel taught a course entitled
Frontier Women and their Families
through the American Stud1es
Program at UNM in 1979, She has
published extensively, including the
books Conscience in America: A
Documentary of Conscientious
Objection and The Women's
Journey: The Diaries of Women on
th Overland Trail.
Her articles include The Frontier
Family: A Conflict in Ideology and
The American Eve. She is currently

UNM Offers Cool Tips

S. Karni
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This week's article will deal with the licit or legal use of marihuana
and some side effects which are caused by it.
Medical researchers are interested in exploring some of the
benificial uses that marihuana may have for patients in the medical
setting. A desire to determine if there are useful medical applications
of marihuana is paralleled by the needed to know what harmful side
effects may arise from the use of marihuana.
Presently the most promising medical use of marihuana is to
relieve the severe nausea and vomiting that occurs in cancer patients
receiving chemotherapy. Cancer chemotherapy involves giving toxic
drugs which help kill the cancerous cells in the patient. This type of
treatment often causes severe nausea and vomiting.c
Tetral1ydrocannabinol (THC) the active ingredient in marihuana,
can relieve these symptoms in people who are receiving large doses
of chemotherapy drugs or do not respond to other drugs which
inhibit nausea and vomiting (antiemetlcs).
Side effects which are sometimes troublesome or sometimes
pleasant to chemotherapy patients are drowsiness, dizziness,
amotivational syndrome (decrease in motivation), and disorientation, which may be troublesome to older patients. Although THC
is still under investigation and more research will be needed to tests
its effects as an antiemetic, it may be helpful to cancer patients who
cannot find relief from.other antiemetics.
Another possible medical use for TH C would be in the treatment
of glaucoma, which is characterized by abnormally high fluid in the
eye. This results in an increased intraocular pressure, which is very
painful. THC has been shown to reduce this intraocular pressure in
glaucoma patients.
THC may also be helpful in treating asthma, a condition which is
characterized by a difficulty in breathing, resulting from the
bronchioles constricting. Marihuana has been found to dilate
cbronchioles in asthmatics and to help restore normal breathing,
however, THC causes a increased oxygen demand in the heart and
should not be used by people with heart problems.

Five presentations are scheduled
for this year's Lecture Under the
Stars series, an annual summer
program sponsored by the Student
Activities Center.
Dr. Keith Sagar, senior staff
tutor in fhe department of extramural studies at the University
of Manchester, England, will begin
this year's program June 22 with
the talk D. H. Lawrence: The Man
and the Writer.
All lectures, free and open to the
public, will be held Mondays at 8
p.m. on the Central Mall, with the
exception of the third lecture, by
Dr. Howard Davis, which will be
held in the New Mexico Union
Ballroom.
Sagar received his doctorate at
Leeds University, England, in 1962.
He has published extensively on
Lawrence, including the books The
Life of D.H. Lawrence and D.H.
Lawrence: A Calendar of His
Works. He has edited Lawrence
and New Mexico and The
Achievement of Ted Hughes and is
currently working D.H. Lawrence:
Life into Art and The Letters of
D.H. Lawrence.
Following Sagar, on June 29, will
be Harold Littlebird, a potter and
poet of Santo Domingo/Laguna
Pueblo
heritage.
Littlebird
graduated from the Institute of
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New Nlexico First in Nation
In Alcohol Traffic Fatalities
Tamara Detrick
Th;: saloon of the American West
was more than just a way-station
for drifters or a watering hole for
the locals. Modem romantics see
the saloon as an extension of
Americana; as an elemental
distmation of the mystique of hard
men and hard-as-nails women.
Mostly, though, a saloon was the
place where people bought booze.
And maybe, just maybe, according to Dr. Max Bennett of the
UNM School of Medicine, the
mystique and tradition surrounding
the saloon and the .culture that
encompassed it is one reason why
the western states today lead the
nation in the rate of alcohol
consumption and why New Mexico
is first in the number of alcoholrelated traffic deaths.
"The saloon is part of the answer," Bennett said. "(Today)
when people think of the Wild
West, they think of Coors and the
High Country.
"Part of the answer is also the
fact that New Mexico is a growing
community. Boom areas tend to
have high rates of alcohol con·
sumption. ''

The Finest
Body Building &
Fitness Center
for Men & Women

Summer Specials
Available
2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
ClosetoUNM

T·shirts(irr.) . , •....•.......•........
Ladies Tops ..•.•....•.•......•...• $1.951
Levi jeans ........................ $10.991
(straight legs and boot cut)

1 Gauze Blouses 100% cotton
1

.

1

••...••.. $6.99l

allcolors

I California ~louse~ ........ : ... $4.99 and up I
Cahforn1a Fashton Out.
1
1
800JuanTaboNE
I
I 2324CentralSE
-across fro~~M

According to Laura Huter Bass,
executive director of Albuquerque's
Alcohol Information Center, the
sources of alcoholism are wideranging.
"What makes an alcoholic is a
complex
interaction
of
physiological,
social
and
psychological factors," she said.
"There is no typical alcohol
abuser."
The Alcohol Information Center,
organized 20 years ago in

---~-~.liii.---.1
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Albuquerque, is an affiliate of the •
National Council on Alcohol.
Today, the center operates not only
as an information and referral
service but provides detoxification
if needed and canvases the com·
munity to educate people about
alcohol and its effects.
Its public school education
program, Ms. Bass said, is geared
toward third-graders.
"We're starting a puppet show in
grade schools," she said, adding
that alcoholism isn't wide-spread at
that age, but •'every once in a while
we'll hear of a third-grader coming
to school drunk."
She said that alcoholism at that
age usually results from the accessibility of alcohol in the home.

said. "They range from sordid
conduct to family fights. There's·
not really much violence involved.
The intoxicated offender is usually
more of a harm to himself than to
anyone else.
"The problems we see in
reference to alcoholism are
relatively small compared to the
number of alcoholics we don't
know about," he said.

When an alcoholic decides he or
she wants help, Albuquerque offers
a myriad of counseling programs.
Inpatient programs include the
Alcoholism Division of the UNM
Mental Health Center, a statefunded program that charges
patients on a sliding scale;
Some people and children, Ms. Turquoise Lodge, which provides
Bass said, are physiologically in and outpatient care, medical
predisposed to alcoholism .because detoxification and an after-care
of a disorder called Fetal Alcohol program; the inpatient Care Unit at
Syndrome. Infants born of Lovelace Bataan, a private
alcoholic mothers are the victims. program; and the Alcoholism
For such people, she said, often one Division of
Vista Sandia
drink can trigger an addiction to Psychiatric Hospital.
alcohol.
For veterans, the Veterans
Hospital
offers both in and outThe ramifications of alcohol
patient
programs.
abuse in Albuquerque and the state
The Star Lodge on Tijeras
are costly, in money and Jives, she
for
Native
provides
care
said. Statistics released from the
Americans.
information center Indicate that
alcohol abuse cost New Mexicans
$250 miJlion in 1976 and the figure
The Alcoholism Division of the
has gone up.
UNM Mental Health Center
New Mexicans die from believes alcoholism is a family
alcoholism at a rate .of five to six disease and gears its counseling
times the national average.
programs to include family
Eighty-five percent of homicides members,
roommates
and
are alcohol-related and more than "significant others."
80 percent of prisoners surveyed
reported alcohol as a major factor
Treatment consists of medically
in their crimes.
supervised three-day alcohol withFinally, more than 65 percent of drawal periods, during which a
New Mexico traffic deaths are patient decides whether or not to
continue with outpatient therapy.
alcohol-related.
An interim sport group provides
"Drunkenness is no longer a
a
social support system in the
crime like it used to be," said
Officer Joe Pedroncelli of the transition from in to outpatient
Albuquerque Police Department. care.
Pedroncelli, a police officer for 21
years, works in the crime analysis
Finally, the outpatient program
department.
consists of four to six months of
alcoholism
education, hldividual,
"We're more permissive," he
family
and
adolescent counseling,
said. "Albuquerque even allows
for
about a third of the
and
drinking in some parks. If a person
is intoxicated and not visably a patients - a drug called Antabuse.
Antabuse, taken twice a week,
nuisance when the police officer
causes
temporary nausea if the
arrives, we can only take him into
patient
drinks
alcohol. The drug
protective custody until he sobers
has been used successfully in
up.
"About a third of the crimes alcohol recovery treatment for
continued on page 8
called in are alcohol related," he

Talks Under. the Stars Slated
continued from page 5
sonality and Your Life.
Schwartz is co-founder of the
Albuquerque Free Clinic and has
served as vice president of the New
Mexico Chapter of American
College of Emergency Physicians.
He has taught courses on food and
nutrition in medical practice and
pharmacologic and behavioral
effects of food. His publications
include Academic Emergency

Medicine.~

Stagnation? and Food,
Nutrition and Food Poisoning.
The last lecture of the series will
be delivered by Hugh Prather,
author of Notes to Myself. Prather,
who has been called an American
Khalil Gibran, will speak on. The
Quiet Answer.
In the event of bad weather,!
lectures scheduled on the mall will·
be held in the Student Union
l:lallroom.

"They Really Work !! !u
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STIMULANTS

505-881-4615
17«- Meuul H.£.
1900 Ce~tttal S.E.
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1416 Cerrillos Rd. ill Santa fe, iUt.
WARNING: Stimulants may be dangerous to your health if taken in greater
than recommended dosage. lt is against the law to sell these drugs unlabeled
or mislabeled. You must be 18 years old and prove it, to purchase. It is against
the law to ald in the delinquency of a minor by providing these drugs without
proper consent from Parent or Legal Guardian.

Earn Extra Cash
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Students Can Study Abroad
With Exchange Programs
Pairick•Armijo
UNM students who want to study
at various universities throughout
the world can be alded by two
student exchange programs.
The National Student Exchange
(NSE) and the International
Student Exchange Program (ISEP)
both provide interested students
with an opportunity to study at
other member universities much
more economically than otherwise
possible, Clark Colahan, associate
director of lntemational Programs
and Services said.
ISEP, which began under a grant
from the International Communication Agency in 1979 at
Georgetown University, will start at
UNM this fall with seven students
attending several universities
around the world.
Colahan said studying abroad
provides a student many personal
and career benifits.
He said a student who studies in a
foreign country will learn more
about himself and his country by
looking at the world through a
different culture.

A student who wishes to par·
ticipate in ISEP must meet several
requirements including: having
command of the language used at
the foreign university; must be at
least a junior with a 3.0 grade point
average; and must be able to
provide his own transportation to
the exchange university.
Once a UNM student joins ISEP
he pays UNM tuition, room and
board and a foreign exchange
student pays his own tuition, room
and board at his home university.
Then the exchange takes place,
although it need not be directly with
that foreign university, as long as
there is a balance between the
students leaving and coming to
UNM, Colahan said.

Hall during the fall semester to
learn more about the program and
to set up individual details .
Colahan said students who wish
to study in Australia may be able to
get into the spring semester of '81'82 if they see him this summer.
Countries involved in ISEP
include Australia, the British Isles,
countries throughout Europe, Latin
America, the Middle East and
Africa.
This fall National Student
Exchange will send 28 students to
17 national universities.
As an exchange student with NSE
a student will pay his regular UNM
tuition and pay for room and board
at his exchange university.

The student a voids paying nonNSE also has several student
residence fees at the foreign
requirements
for membership,
universities. The exchange usually
including
attaining
at least
lasts for two semesters, Colahan
sophomore status with a 2,5 grade
said.
point average, being able to provide
The deadline to apply at ISEP for his own transportation to the exthe year of 1982-1983 will be some change university, and providing
time in March of 1982 but in- letters of recommendation,
The deadline to apply for the
terested students should see Clark
Colahan or Gerald Slavin at the school year 1982-1983 will be
office of International Programs sometime in March 1982 but
and Services at 1717 Roma N.E. or students should see Hart this fall to
Suzanne Hart, assistant director of learn more · about NSE and to
admissions in room 109, Scholes arrange individual details.

New Fuel Production Studied
Synthetic fuels could be
produced from wasted energy in
certain fusion power reactors, a
UNM nuclear engineer, said.
Dr. David Woodall, chairman of
the UNM chemical and nuclear
engineering department, heads a
university research team in a study
of the feasibility of converting socalled "buffer gas" to synfuels.
This buffer gas is injected into
the reactor cavity of a particle
beam-driven fusion reactor, like the
one being developed at Sand.ia

Army Tests
Fitness With
2-Mile Run
What does it mean to be fit? For
some it means getting up at dawn
for a jog. Others pride themselves
in being able to dash from the T.V.
to the refrigerator a v:! back before
the commercial is over.
The new Army Physical
Readiness Test might be a good
tough standard to judge by for
physical fitness, said army
recruiters.
The new test consists of pushups,
situps and a two-mile run. The
number of pushups and situps that
must be completed, and the time of
the two-mile run varies between
males and females and among age
groups.
Army recruiters who must meet
the same standards say, "Just
about every young man or woman
can be trained to pass this test.
New soldiers amaze themselves by
usually accomplishing more than
they thought they could."
On the average, men 17 to 40
years old should be able to do 64
pushups in two minutes, 66 situps
in two minutes, and run two miles
in 14 minutes. If they score Jess
than 35 pushups, fewer than 37
situps, and if the run takes more
than 19 minutes, army recruiters
say "they just arm>' t fightin' fit.''
Women are in excellent shape if
they do 3.5 pushups in two minute;,
48 siwps in two minutes, and
compietc the two-mile run in 14
minutes, claim the recruiters.

National Laboratories, The gas
helps protect the first wall from
damage and also gathers quantities
of wasted energy.
By introducing reactants such as
carbon dust, carbon dioxide and
water vapor to the buffer gas,
researchers believe they can
produce quantities of synthetic
fuels.
Though fusion power may still be
decades away, the UNM work
could provide a method for greatly
increasing reactor efficiency and
useful energy output.
"It not only appears feasible to
produce these synfuels but, under
optimum conditions, their energy
content may exceed the total
electrical output of the reactor,"
Woodall said.
He said a fusion reactor
producing
approximately 250
megawatts of electrical energy
could store an additional 340
megawatts in equivalent synthetic
fuel energy, otherwise wasted.

UNM's concrete expanse was once dominated by the "radical"
moves of skateboarders. Now the roller skaters'more graceful
moves are in fashion. Bob Halton and ChtJryl Gatchet find therq is
Of particular promise is the room for both.!Photo by Bill Wechter)
creation of such fuels as hydrogen,
acetylene and carbon monoxide.
"The hydrogen alone can be
combined with several other
.~;:-~~-;.
reactants to produce ammonia or
fuels such as methanol, methane,
acetylene, ethylene or hydrazine.
And actually, with carbon
monoxide and hydrogen we can
manufacture
most
useful
hydrocarbons."
A possible use of the fuels would
involve . the construction of an
industrial community, with the
fusion reactor supplying nearby
plants with needed synthetic fuels.
Meamvhile, the reactor's electricity
would be used residentially and
commercially.
·
Woodall is joined in this work by
Dr. Gary Cooper, assistant
professor of chemical and nuclear
engineering at UNM and by Jim
Fish and Lawrence Sanchez,
doctoral students in the department.
You'H be as- rad~ar.t as you~ spe·
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UNM Loses22 Staffers
Through Retirements
The 1980·81 fiscal year is about
to end and with this ending comes
the annual ritual of retirement.
Some 22 UNM employees will
leave their positions effective July
1.

They include Lorenzo Aguilar,
groundskeeper; Porfirio "Pete"
Apodaca, gardener; Florencio
Archuleta, lead plumber; Ernest
Baughman, professor of English;
Pauline 1. Compton, food service
supervisor, law school; Marie H.
Ellis, clerical specialist, Student
Union; Anetta C. Fuller, nurse
Student Health Center; John Root
Green, professor of physics; Ferrel
Heady, professor of public administration and political science
and former UNM president; Albert
J. Holte, Pro Shop assistant, Sotith
Golf Course; George H. Hudson,
carpenter, New Mexico Energy

Research
Institute;
Raymond
MacCurdy, professor of modern
and classical languages; Lavon
McDonald, assista.nt to the
director, Student Financial Aid and
Career Services; Clara Medina,
supervisor, . medical custodial;
Margaret Novitski, administrative
secretary, University Architect;
Joseph J. Platt, electrical
technician, electrical and computer
Peter
Prouse,
engineering;
professor of theatre arts and
secondary and adult teacher
education; Robert Pat Rainwater,
manager of operations, Ford
Utilties Center; Martha A. Smith,
assistant director, Testing Division;
Lois M. Wright, accounting
technician, Medical Center comptroller; Luciano S. Zamora,
carpentry, and Josephine Zownir,
nurse, Maternity and Infant Care
Project.
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Women
Face
New Chemistry Chairman
Do You Need
Cash?
Greater Social Stigma To Take Over in August
Earn *20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

continued from page 6

more than 30 yean;.
The alcoholism division handles
an annual caseload of about 1073
inpatients and 1155 outpatients,
with a waiting list of about nine
weeks, according to Lynn Paskind,
program specialist.

Blood
Plasma

her," Paskind said. "The husband ·
is embarrassed about it and he's not
going to Jet that information out.
"Women are much more subject
to being heavily criticized. With
them, it's more a moralissue.
"If a woman seeks treatment, her
problem will probably be diagnosed
as nervousness, depression or
insomnia. The doctor will give her
pills instead of finding out if she's
an alcoholic.''

More than 900 inpatients are
male, while only 135 are women.
Broken down by ethnicity, the
figures represent the city fairly
According to Bass, the result of
accurately demographically, she
misdiagnosis
is often a double
said,
addiction to alcohol and valium or
Bam-2:30pm
The 13 percent treatment rate for speed.
women, though, according to
"With women the situation is
Tuesday - Saturday Paskind,
is low,
very different (than with men),"
It is estimated that of the 5300
Doctor in
she said. "The stigma attached to
women problem drinkers in Ber- alcoholism is much stronger with
residence
nalillo County, about 1811 are
women. They're seen as loose
definable alcoholics.
women, neglectful mothers or
neglectful wives. Women with
Pa.5kind echoed Bass' sentiments children are afraid to come forward
when she said women alcoholics are for fear their children will be taken
traditionally under-treated because away. It's happened in the past."
Albuquerque
of social pressures.
"One of the most difficult
"For one thing, if the female problems, " Paskind said, "is that
1307 Central NE
'-----~------_. alcoholic has a family, they protect it's hard for a women to come into
a treatment program heavily
populated by male patients.
They're intimidated and emAnyone in teres
n taking the
barrassed. It's hard to talk about
their problems because they're
different from (those of) the men."
One thing men and women
alcoholics share, Paskind sald, is
the stress, anxiety and frustration
behind the drinking problem.
Bass reports a recovery rat~
through Alcoholics Anonymous of
60 to 85 percent. Phone calls to the
d~r!n_g this summer may contact the Testing
information center have doubled
D1v1s1on before July 1 to make arrangements.
since last year. Call-ins and walk277-5345
ins, she said, total about 300 a
month.
Less optimistic is Paskind, who
Buying auto insurance is no fun ...
declined to put a figure to the
divison's recovery rate. A patient
Getting lower rates might help
may be discharged from the inpatient facility only to be readmitted a few weeks later, she said.
"Alcoholism is a chronic,
relapsing disease and we measure
success by period of sobriety," she
said. "Yes, it's frustrating. It'll
1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE
drive you not to drink."
HOURS: MON-FRI
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An internationally known
chemist will become chairman of
the UNM chemistry department
effective August 1.
Dr. Riley Schaeffer is
currently a chemistry professor
at the University of Wyoming.
He is a former chairman of the
Indiana University chemistr;
department and a faculty
member of Iowa State College.

Schaeffer received his doctorate from the University of
Chicago in 1949. He is widely
recognized for his work in
inorganic chemistry, especially

,esearch involving the element
boron.
Schaeffer has held numerous
administrative positions in the
American Chemical Society and
has served on review panels for
the National Bureu of Standards
and the National Science
Foundation.
In 1965, he received a
Guggenheim
Fellowship in
recognition of his achievements.
Schaeffer will be replacing
Guido Daub who has held the
position since 1970 and will be
returning to full-time faculty
status with the department.

Signatures Sought
A new organization, Citizens
Alliance for Safe Energy, whose
objective is to prevent the transport
of nuclear waste through the city,
announced Monday that it was
filing a letter of intent with the city
clerk of Albuquerque to circulate a
-petition for a ballot initiative.
The reasons stated were to
provide health, safety and welfare
of the citizens of Albuquerque
through control of the possible
radiation exposure resulting from
transportation accidents involving
radioactive wastes and materials, to
protect citizens from cleanup and
health costs and to protect the
property interests and property
value.
A spokesman for the group,
Harry Pavlides, said the group
needs 7583 signatures within 60
days in order to get the ballot
initiative.
Pavlides said that although the
group is not anti-nuclear, it does
want to prohibit out of state
radioactive materials from being
deposited in New Mexico and to
regulate radioactive material
passing through Albuquerque.
He added that he hopes these

ideas will spread to other cities in
New Mexico.
Another spokesman for the
group,
Albuquerque attorney
Christian Eaby, said, "With this
type of dangerous technology,
people should be allowed to vote on

it. 'H
Pavlides said that the initiative
would include a measure preventing
all radioactive wastes destined for
the Waste Isolation Pilot Project
and other radioactive wastes
produced outside the Albuquerque
jurisdiction from passing through
the city by road, train or plane.
Pavlides added that he conducted
a random poll (4 percent error
margin) in Albuquerque with 438
respondents asked, "Are you in
favor or are you opposed to the
storage of nuclear waste here in
New Mexico?"
The results were 18.9 percent in
favor, 68.5 percent opposed and
12.6 percent undecided.
The group will try to educate the
public about the problems by
putting out issue sheets and by
showing people the possibilities
they have concerning accidents
involving radioactive wastes,
Pavlides said.

Public Administration
Appoints New Director
Dr. Thomas Zane Reeves has
been named the new director of the
UNM
Division
of Public
Administration.
Reeves, who will assume the
position August l, replaces
Leonard Stitelman who will
continue teaching in the division.
"New Mexico has some
tremendous opportunities. UNM
has the only public administration
training in the state and it is o.ne of
only 45 accredited programs of it's
kind in the nation. There is no
reason for the program not to
'grow," Reeves said.

faculty, especially in .the health
area..''
He said he will also concentrate
on developing a dual program of
public administration and criminal
justice or corrections. "UNM is in
an excellent position to provide this
training especially with the program
in Santa Fe."

He said he will immediately hire
new faculty. Three members were
lost last year with one being
replaced and two more will be lost
this year, he said. "In a desperate
way we need more qualified

His written work includes
"Collective. Bargaining in the
Public Sector," "Personnel
Management in the Public Sector"
and "Perspectives on Poverty: A
Public Policy Study."

Reeves has served as chairperson
of the department of public ad~
ministration in the California State
University School of Management
and in the division of public affairs
at Pepperdine University.

Offering Classes in Modern
Dance, Ballet and Jazz
Special summer guest artists:
Alan Baker, former ballet master of El Balct
Nadonal de Venezuela.
Felix Valencia, principal male danter with
Karen Steel & Co,

821 Mountain Road NW
·Old Town Area • 842·0972 or

NE 293•690112·6 pm Tues·Sat

898·8257

..

Entertainment

Outdoor Recreation Ideas
"There's nothing to do in tllis
city!" is almost a cliche in
Albuquerque. It seems that talk
abounds everywhere about how
boring Albuquerque is. The
following is a list of outdoor entertainment in Albuquerque things to do and places to go for
outdoor entertainment.

8 -7 p.m. against Vancouver
9 - I p.m. against Vancouver
10- 7 p.m. against Vancouver
11-7 p.m. against Vancouver
12-7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
13 -7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
14-7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
15 -7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
16- I p.m. against Tucson
17 - 7 p.m. against Tucson
Albuquerque Dukes Home-Game 18-7 p.m. against Tucson
Schedule (only through summer 19 -7 p.m, against Tucson
school).
20- 7 p.m. against Tucson
June
Prices are $3 for box seats, $2.50
18- 7 p.m. against Portland
for grandstand, $2 for general
19 -7 p.m. against Spokane
admission, $1.50 for students,
20 - 6 p.m. against Spokane military and senior citizens, $1 for
(double-header)
children under 12 and $1.50 for
21- 1 p.m. against Spokane
adults and $.50 for children in the
26 -7 p.m. against Tucson
drive. in.
Miniature Golf
27-7 p.m. against Tucson
Putt-Putt Goff Courses (5100 San
28- 1 p.m. against Tucson
29 - 7 p.m. against Phoenix (San Mateo N.E. and 9801 Lomas N.E.)
- Prices are $2 a game and $4 for
Diego Chicken will be there)
three games. There are three 1830- 7 p.m. against Phoenix
hole courses at each location. Both
July
locations
also have gamerooms
1 -7 p.m. against Phoenix
which run on tokens at 25 cents a
2 - 7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
3 - 7 p.m. against Salt Lake City token or 24 for $5.
Highland Swing Miniature Golf
(night of the fireworks)
Course (312 Adams S.E.) -Prices
4 - 7 p.m. against Salt Lake City
(Ire
$1.50 f9r 18 holes and$2.50 to
5 - I p.m. against Salt Lake City
go around twice. There is only one
24- 7 p.m. against Phoenix
18-hole course. There are also
25- 7 p.m. against Phoenix
games at 25 cents a game.
electronic
26- 1 p.m. against Phoenix
Twin
Putt
(7508 Lomas N.E.) 27 - 7 p.m. against Phoenix
Prices are $2 a person and $3
28-7 p.m. against Phoenix
person to play both lB·hole
August
courses.
'4 -7 p.m. against Edmonton
Other Outdoor Fun
5 - 7 p.m. against Edmonton
Uncle
Cliff's
Family/and
6 - 7 p.m. against Edmonton
[Amusement Park] (5301 San
7 - 7 p.m. against Edmonton

Mateo N.E.)- Through June and
July, hours are Tuesdays through
Fridays, from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.,
Saturdays from 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.,
Sundays from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. and
closed Mondays. Prices are 35 cents
a ticket or 10 tickets for $3 with a 25
cent admission charge. With the
Pop, a cost of $5 or those over four
feet and $4 for those under 4 feet, a
person may ride unlimited rides.
There is also a gameroom.
Wild Water Slide (5001 Jefferson
N.E.) - Prices are $2.50 for halfan-hour with unlimited rides. There
are three translucent tubes, all
different, each about 100 yards
long. There are also electronic
games .
Malibu Grand Prix (4865 Pan
American Freeway N.E.) - A
special Malibu driver's license is
needed to drive Malibu's miniature
race cars around the one-and-a-half
mile track. The license is $2.50 and
each lap is $1.35. Hours are from 3
p.m. to 11 p.m. on weekdays and
from 11 a.m. to midnight on
weekends. There is also a
gameroom. The games use tokens
at 25 cents each.
Rio Grande Zoological Park (903
Tenth Street S.W.) - The zoo
contains over 800 exotic animals.
Hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
except some holidays. Admission
prices are $1.50 general admission,
75 cents for children aged six to 15
when accompanied by an adult, and
children under five, senior citizens
and Zoological Society Members
are free.

Entertaining Activities Near UNM
] azz Concert
A live jazz and classical concert is
scheduled for June 24 at 8 p.m. at
the Performing Arts Center Space
at the First Methodist Church at
Third and Lead.

slow-paced rides led by a ride
captain who carries tools and
supplies.
For further information, call
844-1232 between 8 a.m. and 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.
The New Mexico Wheelmen plan
to continue meeting at 8 a.m. until
Aug. 31.

The opening show will feature
tws classical guitarists, Bill Baker
and Alex Saudargas. The featured
group is the Simon and l3ard
International folk dancing is
Group, a full traveling jazz quartet.
scheduled every Friday from 7:30
The group is on a promotional tour
p.m. to 11 p.tn. at the Central
of their new album, Musaic.
YMCA, Broadway and Grand {old
High
School
The tickets cost $2.50 in advance Albuquerque
building).
and $3 at the door. and are
There will be some teaching, said
available from Sound Warehouse,
Flipside Records and Tapes and the
Connoisseur.
.. _ _ .

FolkDance

__

Gary Diggs, the folk dandns instructor and coordinator of the
dances.
The dances cost 75 cents,

There Is A Cure For
The Summertime Blues

open: Tues - Fri.

10 am • 6 pm
Sat. 12 • 5 pm

II ours:
mon-fri
Ham-9 pm

formerly

sat-snn

fat so »tl h
>.hop

llam-Hpm

dlestcnmmt

CHEF'S SALAI)S
f~heesc, l~gg,

Tuna, H.alian

Breakfast served l'lon-Fri 8- l l
Frotn 99~
nrcald"ast Utu•rito's

OUJ•

SJtccialit y

Square Dance
The Wagon Wheels Squaredance
Club,
a
chartered
UNM
organization, meets everv Thursday
evening from 7 to 9 p.m: in front of
the Zimmerman Library and dances
in the MalL
The president of the club, Karl'
W. Smith, said that during the
summer, the squaredances are free
and during the fall and spring
semesters, club members pay a $5
semester fee.

In and out
of the mountains •••
35%eotton
65%dacron

Bicycle Rides
Sj.,packets

The New Mexico Wheelmen, a
bicycle club in New Mexico, meets
every Sunday morning< at 8 a.m. in
front of the Popejoy Hall Box
Office on the UNM campus.
The bicyclists have informal long
rides and in addition, two-hour

The Movie
Corner
The Theater Series for the
summer will continue this week at
the SUll Union Theatre, located in
the south lower level of the SUB,
with the features Annie Hall and
The Shining.
Annie Hall, which won an
Acade1ny Award for best picture, is
scheduled for June 18·19. The
Shining is scheduled for June 20-21.
Showtimes ate set at 7 p.m., 9:30
p.m. and 11 :30 p.m.
Admission costs are $2 for
-en tolled sumtnetstudentsand$2.50
for non-students .

MathlOO
Metric Workshops
Mon (6~22)
Tue (6-23)
Wed (6.24)
Thur(6-25)

10:30-ll:30am
10:30-ll:30am
10:30-ll:30am
10:30-Il:30am

lapped seams

Woolrich hiking shorts are tnade for comfort and
durability. They're cool on hot New Me~ico Sum.
mer days, and they're good looking besides.

$17.50 for women and men

CST Review
Monday June 22
12:30-l:30pm
These wotkshops will be held
in the Skills Center, 3rd floor
of Zimmerman Librarv.
277-4560
.

&: RIVERS
2320 Central Ave. SE • 268-4876
Hours Monday :thru Friday 10·6 Saturday 9·5
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"LECTURE UNDER
THE STARS"

Arts

Sports

rfravesties: Abstractions and Absurdities
As Joyce Meets Dada in Vortex Production

Goal Ball Team Gains 1st National Win
In Team's First- Season Competition

J,cslie Donovan

SUMMER 1981 SERIES
Dr. Kieth Sagan
June 22

The dictionary defines travesty as
"an absurd or inferior imitation"
and Tom Stoppard's play of that
name fits the absurd definition, but
the Vortex production of it last
weekend is far from inferior.

"O.H. lAWRENCE:
THE MAN & THE WRITER"

Sponsored by the New Mexico
James
Joyce
Symposium,
Travesties is another fine contemporary production in line with
other recent local successes such as
Dealh's Nose by UNM, Rosencrantz And Gulldenstern Are Dead
by the Classics Theatre and The
Indian Wants The Bronx by the
Alley Theatre Southwest.

Senior Staff Tutor, Department of
Extra-Mural Stt!dies, University of
Manchester, England.
Central Mali 8:00P.M.

Occurring as a set of cockeyed
remembrances of Switzerland
during World War I, Travesties is a
comedy linking James Joyce, Lenin
and Tristan Tzara to Henry Carr, a
minor British consular official.
Though all of them actually lived
in Zurich at the time and Carr is
historically connected to Joyce, the
play is fictional and quite funny if
one enjoys Stoppard's nonsensical,
abstract brand of humor.

--.,

r--

1 Play the latest Video I
I & Pinball machines I
I
I
Buy $5.00 worth of Golf
okens and RECEIVE
I GameT
I
$5.00 worth of tokens
. Absolutely
I
I
FREE
II
I
I
I. PUTT·PUTT GOLF I
.
1·
&

(Bring this Coupon)

I
I

ART EVENTS
PERFORMANCE
UNM Experimental Theatre Summerfest, five new Southwestern
plays performed by the UNM
Theatre Arts Department will open
June 17 with Explain This Moment
by Harry Wilson. The first in the
series, the play will run through
J unc 20, with curtain time at 8 p.m.
Starting June :24 The Circle
Game directed by Charley Dowds.
The play will run until Saturday,
June27.

"A VIDEO & PINBALL EXTRAVAGANZA"
Coupon valid anytime
Expires 6-24-81

.. ________ _
·

In this play, as in his better
Rosencrantz
And
known

9801 Lomas NE
296·4242
-

OPEN DAILY
9am 'til Midnight

-

-

·--~--

---

I

UNM KeDer Hall- Clarita's Baile
Flamenco 8 p.m., Friday, June 19,
and Saturday, June20.
For information and tickets for the
above Fine Arts performances
contact the Fine Arts box office or
call277-4402.
UNM Popejoy Hall - ALCLOA
presents Oscar Hammerstein and
Jerome Kern's Showboat June 19,
20, 25, 26, 27, at 8:15 p.m., with
matinees June 21 and 28 at 2:15
p.m. For tickets and information
call 345-6577 or the Popejoy box
office at 277-3121.

Show us your campus identification for 20% savings
on prescription eyewear for you and your immediate
family. (Offer may not be combined with any other.)
Come to the Eyewear Experts for quality, service and
. v~1ue!

Wagon Whet:ls. Square Hance Club

·~"

Square.

dance lc~~Ems C'o'cty ThUr$day from 1 tO 9 }).rtf. ort lh<!.
mmn mall. UNM.l'or informaUon i:all Knrl Smith n:t
821-1(t32.
Jun.iper --- finy. Bise~ual and Lesbian .~uppott

groop rtnlct<> 'thurr;da.y, June IS. and Tuc~dayj Ju11c
13, at i p.m. in roortJ 149, OrtegO. Halt. For inw
fNntati1m nlll \UKe ('nm•llo at 241·8019.

[Texas OJ!Iicall
The Evewear Experts

5 Convenient Albuquerque Locations

c:::::J
t=.=J

Consult Your Yellow Pages
For Offices Open Nearest You.

~

1..-:.1 ·

UNM linguistics professor Alan
Guildenstern Are Dead, Stoppard
is accurate and
Hudson-Edwards
deals largely with the contradictions
convincing as a scatterbrained
and hypocrisies of life and of art.
James
Joyce, though his perIn discussions between Tzara (a
formance
lacks the charisma ex·
Dadaist sculptor) and Carr or Tzara
pected
of
this most visionary
and Joyce, Stoppard develops and
re-develops political and aesthetic modern writer.
Jeff Levine is forceful yet
concerns of the time and what place
strikingly
poignant as a Lenin tom
they have in a constantly changing
between
the demands of his
·world.
political beliefs and his own inThough no conclusions are tensely emotional responses to art.
reached, the discussions are enShifting comfortably between the
tertaining and shed light on the
old
and young man, Terry Davis
processes and ideas which proved
also
gives a very polished,
obsessive to these three men.
professional performance as Henry
Rosencrantz
And Carr.
Like
Guildenstern Are Dead, Travesties
The supporting cast, most
straddles both past .and present,
blurring normal conceptions of notably Fritz Erismann as Bennett,
space and time through dramatic a butler much more intelligent than
use of repetition and fluid tran- his master Carr, and Molly Bloom,
sitions between memory and an understated but winningly
sympathetic Mrs. Lenin, also give
reality.
good performances.
Directed by Marian Bock, the
The Vortex has done a fine job
Vortex cast gives a fine performance of a difficult, often with Travesties and if you like
Stop pard, Joyce, Lenin, Dadaism
confusing and highly abstract play.
or just good theatre, it's worth
As t:zara, Bill Pearlman is seeing.
magnetic and commanding. In a
Travesties will be presented again
sequence that literally reverberates
19-21 at 8 p.m. at the Vortex,
June
throughout the theatre, he describes
and proclaims the enigmatic creed 2004 1/2 Central. Tickets are $4;
$3.50 for students and seniors.
of Dadaism delightfully.

It was a hot night,
the painting was going badly,
being tense and nervous
he coultfn'r relax.

Vortex, 2004 Central S.E. -Tom Hoshour Gallery, 417 Second St.
Stoppard' s comedy Travesties, S.W.- Robert Petersen's Twelve
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Painting Sketches for New Mexico.
through June 21, at 8 p.m. For
tickets and information .calL the. Wildine Gallery, 903 Rio Grande
Blvd. N. W.- Larry Bell: Recent
Vortex at :247-8600.
Work.
New Music New Mexieo, Creative
Music Series - Some Headaches, AUA Downtown Center for the
four piece "new-wavepunk"; and Arts, 216 Certtral Ave. S.W.Mime performer Kleine, Saturday, Seven Views from Taos, an
June 20 at 8 p.m., atthe Downtown exhibition of contemporary Taos
Center for the Arts, 216 Central artist.
S.E. Tickets available at the door.
Der Aile Cowboy, 4:24 Central Ave.
S.E.- Ken Duncan and the
. EXHIBITIONS
American Ballet Theatre: Images of
the Dance, a photographic
'UNM Art Museum - MA/MFA exhibition.
Show, in the upper gallery until
June 19. Objectifications: still-life Mariposa Gallery, I I 3 Romero St.
photographs from the permanent N.W.- Bunny Tobias and Charles
collection, in the north gallery. Greeley, Fabric Paintings and
Santos Metalicos: Hispanic Folk Recent Ceramics.
Retablos, in the lower gallery.
LECTURES
Lecture Under the Stars UNM
Albuquerque Museum, 2000 Central Mall - D.H. Lawrence:
Mountain Road N.W.- Christo: The Man and the Writer Monday,
Valley Curtain Exhibition, and June 22, at 8 p.m. (In case of bad
weather the lecture will be held in
Watercolor New Mexico.
the SUB Ballroom).

.....
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TEACHINGS
After a first-place finish at
regionals, UNM' s goal ball team
won nationals held last weekend in
St. Louis, Mo.
Goal ball is played by rolling the
ball towards the other team's goal.
"lt's similar to bowling and
soccer," coach Tim Gutierrez said.
"It takes a Jot of endurance to be
aware of the ball and to be able to
block it."
The victory in St. Louis marked
the first time a team from UNM has
ever won a national championship.

of the

The Lobo goal ball team was 5-4
in regular season and won the
r~gional tournament by winning
fiVe games and tying one.
At nationals they shut out
Maryland (9-0) and Texas (5-0),
and then edged Arkansas 2-1 to
move into the semi-finals.
From there they advanced to the
finals by beating tournament
favorite Oklahoma and Missouri 10 each.
In the finals the Lobos met
Missouri again and won 1-0 to gain

Lobos Seek NCAA Win
In Athens Tournament
Steve King
The UNM women's golf team
will be competing in the last
collegiate event of the year as they
venture to Athens, Ga., for the
1980-81 national golf championship·.
The 72-hole tournament will be
hosted by Georgia, ranked second
in the nation. Also there will be topranked Abilene Christian which is
expected to give the Lady Bulldogs
a run for their money.
Lobo Coach Henry Sandles said
he is very optimistic about his
team's chances of doing well.
The five Lobos golfers at the
four-day tournament will be Chris
Monaghan, Dana Howe, Kim
Eaton, Patty Curtiss, and Christine
Smith.
Monaghan, who is from Los
Alamos, came in fifth at nationals
last year.
The Lobos have been idle since
April 29, but Sandies said he felt
that "the layoff might help us

because we were tired after a tough
season and l felt the girls needed a
break".
The team has .been in Athens
since Friday getting used to the
humidity and the course.
All of the golfers have been to
nationals before except Smith, a
freshman.
The Lobes are ranked 13th in the
nation, but Sandles said that they
should be finish in the top five if
they play exceptional golf.
The women qualified for the
tournament when they repeated as
regional champions at the WAC
tournament held in Albuquerque.
At that tournament Monaghan
finished first individually while
tying a course record for a low
score over 18 holes with a 70.
Howe finished second individually at that tournament and
finished two shots behind
Monaghan.
Lobo senior's Eaton and Curti>s
will both be playing in their last
college tournament.

Kansas Swim Coach
Named to UNM Staff
Nick Greenwalt

The man who coached Kansas
University to two conference titles
in his first two years there has been
named as the new head coach of the
Lobo swim team.
Bill Spahn, 38, replaces Sam
Jones, who had been the coach
since 1977.
In 1977 and 1978 Spahn coached
his Kansas team to first place in the
Big Eight conference. During the
next two years the J ayhawks
finished second and third
respectively.
During both those years they
scored more points than their
opponents in the swimming events
but were defeated because of low
diving scores.
While he was at Kansas the team
had 19 individual conference
champions and two relay cham·
pions. His teams also set 16 league
records and several swimmers
qualified for the NCAA cham·
pionships.
"I don't think there's any
question that we got a top notch
coach and a top notch individual,"
said UNM Athletic Director John
Bridgers. "He is very highlyrespected in the field and his

connections in New Mexico should
help him put UNM back near the
top oft heWAC in swimming."
Spahn spent seven years in
Albuquerque and was responsible
for starting the Heights YMCA
Aquatic Club in 1964.
"It has always been my goal to
someday return to New Mexico,"
Spahn said. "There hasn't been a
single day that I haven't thought of
getting back there."
"I'm so excited about this that I
just can't believe it's happening,"
he said.
About the UNM swim team
Spahn said, "This will certainly be
a challenge• but I'm really looking
forward to it."

the first national championship for
a university team.
"The team played extremely
well," coach Gutierrez said, "and
on an individual basis Ray Marshell
has proved he is one of the best
players in the country."
Marshell plays point and is
responsible for blocking the opponent's shots, and his coach said
he blocks about 95 percent of those
shots.
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ASCENDED MASTERS

by winning nationals because the
team was just hitting its peak.

•

Free
June 23, Tuesday, 7 p.m.
5206-B Constitution N E

The team is in its first year and
has practiced for abo1rt seven
months, their coach said.

For more Information cal

Besides Marshell the team also
has Jesus Batista, Tommy Lundstrum, and Frank Wells, who
alternate at playing left and right
wings.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT

The wings are responsible for
Marsh ell said he wasn't suprised setting up and taking shots.

GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT • CPA· TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'l MED .SDS
ECFMG • FlEX • VOE
NOB • NPB I • NLE
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Models As A Hobby

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

r,~,t Prepd:ahon S!lf'! 1,1t~<,l"i

SrrH r. 193R
For mfarm·H•on. F'/(',JS(> C<:l/1

265-2524

Model rocketry, generally
America's best rocketeers in the
thought to be a children's duration event, where the goal is
hobby, is actually an intensely
to keep the rocket up for as long
competitive international sport
as possible, are MIT graduates.
dominated by adults and honed
Most of the international
to a precise science.
· competitors are from eastern
Jason P. Miller, president of Europe, he said, where the
the National Association of rocketry is taken very seriously.
Rocketry, said that more in"The Polish coach, Edward
dividuals compete in inKuvorsky, worked for a time
ternational aeromodeling each
with Werner von Braun and
year than in the Olympics.
there was a lot of pressure on
Miller, a mathematics and him," he said, "He told me that
statistics lecturer at UNM, said,
if he didn't go home with certain
"I became interested in model kinds of medals and a certain
rocketry in high school and number of medals, he'd never
almost from the start I was coach that team again. •'
fascinated by the mathematical
Miller said he likes to stress
and statistical applications of the element of fun in rocketry,
the sport."
and though he hasn't launched
model rockets competitively for
Miller oversees the activities years he uses his knowledge to
of the NAR's ;2500 members, educate young people.
writes a monthly column for
He is actively involved in two
Model Rockete.er and helps raise programs for gifted children,
funds for Americans par- one sponsored by UNM and one
ticipating in the U.S. and World sponsored by the Society for the
Spacemodeling Championships.
Development of the Gifted and
· Last year Miller took an active · Talented, an Albuquerque nonrole in the United States' hosting profit organization of parents
of the world championships.
and teachers,
Representatives from eight
He also uses model rocketry
nations
descended
on to teach physics and math
Lakehurst, N.J., and when the lessons.
championships were all over
"We can study such things as
America won the title by cap- flight trajectories and disperturing six out of nine gold sion., which is the difference in
medals.
flight behavior between two
"Most competitors at the flights made by the same rocket
international level are adults," with the same type of motor,"
Miller said. He also said he said.

MCATclass
starts July 18

EnroJI NOW!.

·Need Auto
.Insurance?
: Callthe :
:specialists •
Insure your car with the
• company
you can depend
1 on and enjoy these great
• .benefits:
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1
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I
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• Lowdown
payments
• Money-saving
deductibles
• Affordable payment plans
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1
1 •
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claun semce
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Call or visit today for
a free rate quotation.

265-5695
1611
CarlisleBJvd.SE
•
.• .· (Carlisle & Gibson)
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"I don't know what we'll be able
to come up with at this late date,
but I've got several kids I'd like to
talk to about s1vimming for us," he
said.
"I just don't believe it'll be that
difficult to rebuild the New Mexico
program because it has been very
good in the past," he said, "The
facilities are just tremendous."
"I might be prejudiced but I just
think Albuquerque will be an easy
place to recruit the great ~wim·

June 20-21
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located in the south lower level of the student union bldg. (UNM)

June 18-19
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~~nc half blo~k
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In 1m .-.:ampue,. tWX OIJ21.

Ai J nAclrVJ::-- Tw() B'I•.DRO<iM-flif'fihllcd
;tparmwnt, lll\H t lNM, $2ROtnWnlh,

nlllilie~

N<!fll'l'• 4MIPrin~.:e!imSl~. 2'i5-r1BL

'fHfU~~:mr;;

rit·:iiRooM

7i.~Hl

hnu~e :wail3hlc ~

~quare feet.
21'7-::!9:!~ • .2~5-76.W.

(1·1H. I·nur hiilh'i, :!7:'i0
t;ampw-.. 271-.l544,

Easy hike lo

f.Rf;;F. --Rl~;;i~t-n:

W;\.,·f-co··-t~U)I-:RA'h·: MAI.I>:

p:nul

•.hare Jurnhhed hou~c \'ril'tt 4lther '.l:'rious ~tudent~.
AC'/WlJ. Nu drug"• snmJdng. $1'7:'\/mo. S-50 dep.
2M~·Mtl1. Walk to ONM.
-6.-JR
n f AlnU.·'ilii 1 1~1Ul lo~alliJO nrar lJNM and

ffit-:

duwntown. nu ... ~er.-in;· I:'\' cry 30 milmlc~. 1 bei.lr-nom
nr cfh.ienii_~. fnmt $20:'L AU tnilille-~ paid. JJelu~e
·kndJt~u v.i1h tli"illwa.,hcr and dispo~al, re-crea1ion
fll\'111 , ~.w1mminp: Jlllnl, TV rnom illltl laundry. Adult
nmiPfC'l!., tJO'flCI~. 1~20 Uni\l~t'>ity ~E. 243-2494.

hrw -<\rt~. Mu•rcllm aw1 ASA (j[!lh:r'l(.

JUin•ltnNtSill:JJ
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AP~Tt 1!2 bfnl!k from

t'JnlllU'·• ~98·0921.

2. Lost & I•'ound
('J.A!M \'Ol!R UlST rnw:<>inn~ ru nunpu'i. Police,
-..; !l ·hlaitr. "~-~---1/:f_l;!

3. Sel'vices
l-:N< It .ISH lll'TOntN(j-WRITING problcm~·CST
l·dning., Steve J•tHii, -:!6P!67S.
7130
rnJo;()A'I'A BASE -~an htif,--;tlll wilh your rescnr\!h
jlTOIC\.L We ~pr.cia1ite 111 ql.1cSfionairc de<;ign, data
em~ (key pUllt:hin&, v-c_rifi!..auon), <;lal~r,tic<.~J orullysh~SPt.:;S, ~AS pw_ttr.lmmmg}, asld iOH'fllTCttltlOU, Call

].ij;1.5297.
'1!9
i:':f:]OJUS(o: J~sc;flsn (iRAMMAR ~nd wm·
_r,v,iti<m. ·1 wu }car'i C'Jtpcrlcn~·c tcm.:h1og l•rcshman
ht~li\h

paid.

studen!i(i

A ~ii\·J::itiJA-~lAnrf"-A -p~i . ke~Ihi~Jdittl'~
liU''•!IllY'"•

tfn

()1\j'J.:ri~:ilno(J.'\1. l ~NI'URN!Silt:O aparlmem. d!i',e
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t,2,l;(,, or.fl9h-75J7_
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li.u,mdrr fa·.·i!Jtil•!,, rm flll)f\' inl'urmwwn ...:onwtt
H"•tth:nl rnam•gcr, 1410 <iirard Nf, lM-8392, ::!SS·
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1.: tl&l, Rmmuuate wanted.
SJ ~IL mnnth. rmlmJc-~ uulitie'>. (, 'all268JJI80. -6i1B

1l!H-H~'-B

llii'!\-f.St:f.·hm>.--i:ii,(·iJa.~~rs·~~r;;Ja~Ur_u_fi,:h.,;t:
'.'HH loUI l'ill

ENORMQt:S, QUtKr TWO hcdroom furnis-hed
t{)wn hour.c apartment. 1100 .,quare feet, <>Hlrage,
$' ~0. Lltiliti-:''> paid, n•• peh, c-hildren. 842Al92~. tfn
iliif~t~n~i~inEt)APAlrrMl'.~·r li7. hind from
, ampm.HYH.-0921.
6llfl
t·oitfU.:Ni:- H•f'J(:Jft:NCl:' rirartm~m. 'tt7<:.emnmh,
all utilili!.!o, paid. 1\ir t;und11ir111ed "'-'\Imming pool,

a1 V'S\1 lttcrtt!trH• •,tmknts wekome, ('all
"!t9

,_56-JI!-l9

l'tRHiRiiifi,i: -~RT:;~.;]i ·mo. 221~ I ead· ·~'{'
tlml ea•.t of Y11k· ·\ ..-~.12~ti-t061 Pr 2fi< ~fJh-!,1 ~mm
Bmwn I·lJcr. flm'L!ilr ( 'i<:MJt:a! BJ.IIc;, Jau, la~~.
lxerd~c <Ja•,\e.~. ( h1lol!cn, ~ccn'•• adufto,.
'? 9
AfiTRAC\' (it 'Al<A~'fi:r:i). TYPING
tclhlltliMe talC\ IU!'-.f ':i~ICb!t iL·. Jud~· • .1:1.:';1- iUitl7. 299·

ai

':'691.

6iJ8.

iTV£Fr~o·A(·uF:u-:-OAuti: sOu1h. 25s,,ot6.
7/JO
M~f. Ac'r~l"f'iA1·r-: 'f1''P~~c;.Typcriglu. 265-~~03.

6·25

MATH nrf'()Rt~7-9J4tJ'-".-----;6!2$

~l'MMtll ;.pt:('IAI-SH llAIRCTfS $10. lot men.
$11 f\;r -wome-n. Pl'rm<> and f•m1y w.t\le~ $2S. Villa
H~ur Det.~gu;_

Z914 {'cnUJI Sf. 2~5-'\::';79. \\iatk·ins
V.l.'ki1111C- Cll!..-.Nl M<lnday\.
I'L IR

i(-(');;oMI('S 1i·T£iJiJ~G. CALL ~p7.68&S.
$5 HtL
7·23
St~f.U ·" "'CM'MF:R tWi~t~ C:11l 8&1.1477.
R~;-.l~t1niliole.

" 2
A1--i'i'Pbf. PAPUtS. SOl rcrott"<c, te;;Unle<i- 2911·
ttiJ'l'U.
g;r;

Afl'l'IIAU:. f.XPiRIE!'I!'t:o TYI'l!tl. lolfcgc
'.l-~1r'k. rCT.umc;;, trun~,.-r~t~ing. Z94.0t61'.
7 10
1-:Xl'l:ttn-:Nt'l.:I> T'k'PJST-~1-:N(;I.ISH MA, cdiHlr.
publlr,hed writer. Fditi1_1gAvailable. 266·9550. 7 tJO
G1.1JTAR T.f..."SONS~ ALl, ~tJ-Ics. Marc's Guitar
S:tudto.165-J315.
tin

6/IR

~;Ali: eNM. SliAttl: llouw. nun·r,moker. large
J<~rd. v.a<;her $1~5.00, 243-6487.
6.'25
J:;nl'Cii:N('y APARTMENT HJR rent. Perf~ct for
•.ingle pcr~on. One large rootTJ, furni~hed. $130 per
month, hilh paid 1 first and last mor~th'' rent.
Uradmlfe student owned.
6118
fi>MAI.E ROOMMAn; WANTW: nice 3bdr house
wtth lot; of room. $13!ilmonth. 2SS-0410.
6/18
ROOMS TO Rf:NT. exce-llem fot graduate student!i,
on L·ampu~ loei;ltion, t705 Mcla Vista NE, phone247·
4299, a':lk for Mrs. Polly Falco.
712
!l£SPONSIDLF., MATIJR!; EOUCATION senior
need'> inc:wensive living :tL'COmodauons nl.!'ar J;:ampus.
for fall. Willin:& tu trade babysitting or mhet serv-ice~.
(·an ('aryl. 1-471·121 I. !M. or 1·981·24.45, after 6.
6125
ROOM FOR Rf:!"4T~ monlh of July, .August vptiun.
Pfiv;:~te llathr<111m, full cooking facilities, c~cellent
5<ludy .-utno'>phere-, Walking diHati'.'!t' to campU$.
St:i0'niOJUIJ. Call oa... id. 268·6617 between 8·10:00
p.m. Mcm.'fhurs.
'6t2S
Rf{~T EXCt-:t.U:~n 38ft hou'ic. I year lca'5C. ('lose
UNM. $2-ZO,-dct'· .SJ$0Fnl0. Plu!i utilities. Con·
vcmcnt, sufc- area, huge yard. Prcfet mstru.-:tors.
l·urniture a'lo-n.itablc.268·03M, mornings.
6i 18
MAf.E OR fF:MALl': rol•mmate wahtcd 1o -~hare
li\fiW new ~ bc:dmom house. t•ree rent until Jst.
carli~l('l\1itlr'i1Mt;lJe area, lJike- path to UNM .$155
~~~~~~ 1-l:utdtlw-s Ca11Hov.-ardat25S·69S3. 6ll-8
THREE lltOC:KS TO l.lNM, Clllc b~.:droom duplex
a.Jl~rlmcnt, furm~bcd, SlfiS. 842·8160.
6/18
WAI.K TO UNM from this:2Bt-and den plus;ut. g~r.
Uu~- nu quahf:ring, low iJg\\-n pa:,-1ncm, only $51.000.
(·. r-·. Wiltiatn'> A.gen~.:y . .Zfi6·-,741. en::mt'Jg~. 842-0to:Z.
6>18

carpenter jcam, Army pant~-great sel!!ction,
great prices, K-aufman 1s We!.t, a renl Am\y.Navy

l).C.

)tore, 504 YuleSE, 256-0000.

(~~~
~~~vv~Qrcl; !::

AHA'S BODY WUAP and ElectrolysiR Clinh;, $fand
openins,, free consult.ntions, lo\e c:ellulite inches, firm
loo~e s.km. tone the body- Al~o permanent hair
removal. Shape eyebrow~ ·or unwanted hair a.nywhere
off the bod)'. JO pt;:rcent dhcount W students, staff
and faculty. Visa. Master Charge. 881·'8686. 3916
Co..riisle NE belween Comnnche ~nd Montgomery.

~gtj ~t:~

'•

z.c

.

at

(:om pare and save

WEUDING RiN(;S, S-AVE money, customwmade,
many style~. l4K .goldj $200·:$250 a pair. Cnll Jerry,
88J-9874, evenlngs and weekend\.
6/lB

Chamisa Bool,shop
visit us at our new address
1602 Central S.E.
2 bl!.s W. pf University Blvd.

9. Las Noticias

VOL 85

243-3100

6/18

7/2

~o~o"d ~tmdition. '$150. Doug, .;1.68-6462.

TOOAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6/J 8

WAr:NFI YENKim sn;;RF;O 'itand. _$30. Phone
2%·2154.
6/18

PROGJtAMMABJ,(<; CALCliLATOR, HP ZS. Soft·
~.:<!.'•<". homhn~c. new buttery pack, charger. Ron. 2fiti.
4

fi{)7{J.

()/18

fiUICK APOLJ,Q WITH BR, 4DR, 6cy, auto, pwr'il,
a'iking $800. 26tl-944·J after 5.
6118
('AMERA·PRAVTIKA F.E-<2 fully auto w/full
manual (IWrti'>c. 50mm 1.81ens, tlSmm 2.8 lens, 2x
..;,m.,.erter Jem 1md bng, 256·7741. after 5.
6118

ffit•:WRI'I'f.:U !'ITANDARU PICA ju~t cleaned,
adju~ted. 2~~·2040.

S\ 'RPI.liS JI.:EPS, CARS. trucks. Car·iml.

7/9
~lue

$2143 ~niJ lor $100. thru guvernmctlt agencies in
y\mr arc-a. J•or information on vehicle bargains call
602·94Hl914, ext. 924.

'Ji'},

Employment

WF. ARlo: LOOKING for 8 students inlere!lted _in
wcckenU ..:om.;e~~ion WClrk, Friday nlghts, Saturday
Jlighls, and Sunday afternoons. You rnn'il be able to
W(lfk t:omplete weekends to qualify wiLh no C:IC·
t.'\!Ptiom. There will be some rotntion of weekends tlff
and oth()r benefits. The job ~lartJ> 6/19181 and end':i
I "'182. Jf interested, apply ar the F<Jod Service Office
in the SUD. The la'it day to -apply is- Thur~Uay,(J.' 18/SJ. Label your application uconces~ion·•.

6il8.
MCAT T:0TOR WANTEQ, referellc~.~ needed, part~
time, excellent pay, 265-2.524.
tfn
Nlr:F.DFJ> f'.~MALE ATTENDANT to cate for
handi~;~pped student July 27 thru. August 15. Free
room 1 board, .~wimmlng pool, car rurnished in N.E.
heights home. Small salnry. Must be- ~ble to live in.
7/9
For more information ~all M_arilyn, 884-5123.
ROOM AND liATU exchange. Stron8, tespon~ible:
upperclassmnn wanted to heJpdisabled youn~ lawyer
dress morning!) and beddme. AppJ:oximately tO hours
per week in cJo:change for room, bath, kitchen
privileges jn family home, ·very near campus. Noll~
~moker. Call242-3347, evenings.
6/18
I::XPEIUENCED INTERVIEWERS NEEPEP for a
~hort-tcrm survey. Muu be Oucnt in Spanish~ SO.OO
per hour. Contact Lynn Wombold, 217..;2216. 6/18
WANTEP: ADVERTISING SALESPERSON, Must
be energetic and must have a car. ndng resume to
.S/1 J
room J31 Marton Hall, at UNM.
J J+:WISJI RELIGIOUS SCHOOL is looking for
teachers who can teach Hebrew, prayer and Jewish
8/17
Heritage. Co:~ll J. Goldman, S2.1-82i0.
PART TIME JOB Afternoons and evenings. Mu.~t be
able ro work friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
yean uld. Apply in person, no phone calls, ph:a!ic.
Sa\cway t.iquor Stores at $.704 L,omas N.E .• SSI6
tfn
Mcnauf N.E.

ACROSS
1 Estuaries
5 - Pendleton
9 Luges
14 Yen
15 Norm: Abbr.
16 Outdoor area
17 Transaction
18 Sting
19 Queues
20 Go In
22 Criminal
24 Reverberate
26 Fathered
27 Amphibian
29 Mafia title
30 Traitor
33 Fragmented
37 Penalty
38 Want badly
39 Transfix
40 Angry
41 Tops
42 Reptiles
44- Ems
45 Fish eggs
46- Jog
47 Educate
49 Boredom
53 Choice

57 Income: Fr.
51l Make
amends
59 Sterile
61 Courage
62 Sloshes
63 Bind
64 Bavarian
weight unit
65 Gashes
66 If not
67 Burn
DOWN
1 Less polite
2 Girl's name
3 Type size
4 Part of s.s.s.
5 Taxi
6 Eager
7 Doles
8 High office
9 Spite
10 Scottish VIP
11 Stove
12 Perished
13 Only fair
21 Swiss river
23 Nudge
25 Grain
28 Lose value
30 Oman money

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved

.
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31 Poker term
32 Letters
33 Mange
34 Malay boat
35 Acreage
36 - de
Janeiro
37 Breakfast
fare: 2 words
40 Non-worker
42 Garment
43 Ump'$ call

45 Coffee break
47 Principle
48Hourly
50 Habituate
51 -· Pradesh:
Ind. state
52 Middle
53 Hand tools
54 Etc.'s kin
55 California city
56 Bites
60 Scottish river

qI
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11
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7. Travel
RtnERS WANTEI), COLORADO Springs, 6·28,
24'1·9.348.
6118
CATCif A n.ml'; by ·reading, Advertise- your tide in

the Dally Lobo.

71'}.

8. Miscellaneous

ll0l 1 ~f: fOR Rl-:!'-'i'f Two bcdroOri'l~ piU'ldcn, Walk.

m UNM. Quiet ilree!, near park. library, good
rlu'i utilitic~. A\ailablc

~dtltol- $330 per 1nonth
:\1,12-u~t 1. Call2-m·l455.

6!l8

l.OOKlSH }'OR A. hou~c to buy in the University
an:a:! ('nil Sn.,an Beard, tha liNM area specialist.
Walker· Hinkle Rcalltlrs. 268-4551 eve;;.; Z~6--3814.
7.1'16
~11:010 APARTMt:NT, llXCtJ.U:NT SE neighhmhuod. Brick ratio. Can have gatdetl, prefer grad
student.
-c-~·erytbing.

266--060!!,

256· 1345+

$165

includes

ti/18

MIUTARV SHORTS, CAMOUFLAGE shorts,

·------

Co-vered

CITagoJ" · ·
Makars of Hand Ma,de
Indian J•welty
8/oOTOWt.l ~
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U.S., Iran Join Forces
Ir~ High Court Battle
Over Millions In Assets
WASHINGTON - In a historic
debate ov<:r the power of the
president, the Supreme Court heard
arguments in an emergency session
Wednesday over whether Jimmy
Carter acted legally in making the
deal that freed the hostages in Iran.
With millions of dollars riding on
th~ outcome of the case, private
companies told the justices the
arrangement
to
suspend
Americans' claims against Iran was
unprecedented
and
unconstitutional.
But lawyers for .an unusual
alliance - the U.S. and Iranian
governments
argued the
president has sweeping authority in
foreign affairs and that someone
had to act to end the long hostage
ordeal.
The high court's special session,
its first since the Watergate tapes
case in 1974, focused on whether
Carter had the power to cancel
claims against as much a~ $4.5
billion in Iranian assets held in the
United States.
The financial arrangements were
a crucial part of the agreement with
Iran to reieasc the 52 Americ:.ns
held for 444 days. They flew to
freedom minutes after Carter left
office Jan. 20.
Under the hostage pact, some
Iranian assets frozen by Carter
early in the crisis are to be !ran"
sferred to a. special international
panel set up to settle all American
claims.
But more than 400 companies
with oustanding claims or
judgments against Iran believe that
Carter's short-circuiting of their
property •rights
was
unconstitutional.
How the high court settles the
issue bas broad implications - it
could limit the power of President
Reagan and future chief executives
to deal with foreign affairs or the

court could substantially enhance
the power of the presidency.
There is no sign how quickly the
court will act. It took 16 days to
announce its ruling on the
Watergate tapes, which forced
President Nixon to hand over the
evidence and led to his resignation.
Traditionally, the court ends its
term in late June, and the justices
also face a July 19 deadline for the
transfer of the Iranian assets. A
further complication is the
scheduled July 3 retirement of
Justice Potter Stewart, although he
has indicated he might stay on the
bench longer if his vote is crucial.
During more than two hours of
argument Wednesday before a
overflow crowd, the justices
repeatedly pressed the question of
how much power the president has.
Justice William Rehnquist asked
Iran's lawyer, Thomas G. Shack
Jr., "What if the agreement
provided that no one was to
criticize the Ayatollah (Ruhollah
Khomeini) in this country?"
Several justices appeared startled
when Shack answered, "The
United States would be obligated w
attempt to carry out the terms of
the agreement."
Stewart noted the claim for
presidential power was so sweeping
that the president could have ordered him traded as a substitute
hostage.
Later, Rehnquist asked what
would have happened if Carter
wanted to swap Stewart for the
hostages.
"Justice Stewart would probably
have to pack a bag," Shack replied.
U.S. Solicitor General-designate
Rex Lee told the court, "In an
international emergency that lasted
14 months - and there is an opportunity for an honorable settlement'- somebody has to have

continued on page 3

Psychology Conference
To Focus on Addiction
Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates: 16¢ per word per day or 10¢ per word per day
for five or more consecutive insertions. Terms are cash in advance.
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo-·- times
under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale;
6. Employment; 7. Travel; a. Miscellaneous; 9.las Noticias.

Enclosed $_ _ _
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DATA YUS, SJ20. Dun Barn!.!ss, 296~3493.

SllHA.RC 1974 ril, 2DR.-Stund-anllran~.$1,500. 265~
7271.
6118
·n:1'•{SPEidJ DICY.CI.E, vintage Ni~hiki, 25" frame,
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in La.~ Noticias. Ten cents per word.
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7/'l

CLUB? MEETING? OltGANI1..ATJON?Adverthe

5. For Sale

ll(lW

>mi- 1JH74. t~Vl'llin).:.'• aru.J wrrkemh.
6<'18
~)..J.:.n --uifi;--Wf1 n~y:-;m-;ui!Jie~T~---( ;ti(I~;Jy;,
W'"''l Read !II!/. I)yuamiC'•, lUll- 5!)(H.
7!_,0

I

l)AGEPRV!--ill Rt:vvt; DA NO wont~ tn play for your
next wcekt:nd ha~h. 011r ~ountry ~tyle- ir, music to .~·our
cars! call krlly. 265·3 (72.
7/2
QAITPIN(;'[.;ERVICJ.;: A ctmipiCte typiug and,
t<ditnri~l '>)''iiCm- Tccttnkal, Jl,cneral, lt'gaJ, medica.!,
~~lwla~tir;. Churl<t-& table~; 34-5·2125.
tfn

ROOM ANO JI:A'fll t<x.;;hungc. Smmg, responsible
ttppcn_:l<mman w<tn\Cd tu help di~a.ble:d young lawyer
dre~r, morning'I and bedtime. Appro1>imately 10 hour~
p(;r wee:k in exchange for room, batfJ, kitchen
pnvUege-; in family home, vtry near campm. Non~mnker- Call242~334.7, evenin~s.
6/18
.kn:I<; Jo:XTM--J.AR(;tt: tWfj bedroom: Truinan Sft.
$WI. 2Y9·il4.1.
~/18
!<f:MAI.~: IIOOMMA lf. NEEPW 7-HI. 3
bt~dnwm hotJ-s<:. Bike to VNM. $-175/mn. 25$-4851.
612l
35 Yt:AR.Ol.D, ~ingle male, lookiOg fcor ·a-toommate
who ..:a.n h~lp with hou~ehold chores. Private room
t~nd shar" bathroom. You PIIY the boardj the rent J-.
frte·. Call 2-42·2188 betwel!n 3:00 and ~:00 p.m.,
Mrmday through Friday.
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This form may be mailed to:
Daily Lobo Classified Advertising,
UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Or brought to our offices in Marron Hall
(between biology and journalism). We are
open from 8:00a.m. 'till 5:00p.m. Mon.·Fri.

speak to provide an overview of
current research findings and their
implications and applications in
trea.tment.
There also will be practitioner
workshops designed to teach
therapeutic procedures, contributed
presentations that describe recent
research regarding the nature and
treatment of addictive behaviors
and poster sessions which will allow
preseotation of multiple papers
simultaneously and permit participants to engage authors in individual discussion about their
work.
Miller, who directs UNM's
Alcohol Research and Treatment
Project, has developed and
evaluated treatment ntethods for
early stage problem drinkers.
Additional information on the
conference, on deadlines for
submission uf papers and conJ'erence registr\ltion b available
fwm Miller m frotH !he Rureau of
val'll'!V ('f fonnats.
Prtnuincn1 Confcr~n~e:-; and l n~rinucs, a
r~'"";·cllers in tlw addictiw t'\Hi~flflU~iH or tht• u~~-1\ct Dh--;;..km of
behadot 'j w:r~.-(1 bc~n ir1\'itcd [0 (' ontinuing hlucation.

The addictive behaviors
alcoholism, drug abuse, smoking
and obesity - will be the focus of
an
international conference
sponsored by UNM in the faiL
The Grand Canyon International
Conference on the Treatment of
Addictive Behaviors, to be held at
Grand Canyon, Arizona, Nov. 17
to 20, is a project of UNM's
department of psychology, College
of Pharmacy and Bureau of
Conferences and Institutes.
Dr. William R. Miller, professor
of psychology at UNM, is program
chairman.
He said the conference will be
interdisciplinary in focus with
content directly relevant to
physicians, psychologists, social
workers, nur&es, counselors and
pharmacologists working in the
field of addictive behaviors.
:vliiJ,•r ;,aid pre>entations at the
.:,md~ve
\\ill ~onvt~}' practical
i·l•''"b.l!"~ ;md 'kilh through a

The UNM Square Dance Club holds a dance every Thursday afternoon from 7 to 9 p.m. The
dance is open to the general public and is free.{Photo by Eilene Vaughn)

UNM Science Professors Granted
$1. 3 M illio'lt fur f\!uclear Research
Three UNM physics and
astronomy professors have been
participating seven years with
national laboratories and top
universities
in
detailed
examinations of nuclear particle
characteristics.

expensive. It's funny but you need a
very large hammer to smash thclic
very ~mall part ides."
A facet of the researchers' work
is their study of unstable anti-

protons or anti-matter.
"Anti-matter really doesn't exist
anywhere in our part of the
universe, as the science fiction
movies would like us to believe,"
Wolfe said."lf anti-matter did
exist, you'd know it. Things would
be exploding all around us."

Christopher
Leavitt,
Byron
Dieterle and David Wolfe, the
professors, have beeo provided
about $1.3 million from the
Department of Energy to aid their
research.
"We're studying nuclear par·
Anti-matter can be fab!icated, if
ticles held together by forces that tor only an instant, Leavitt said.
aren't completely understood," Anti-matter consists of negatively
Leavitt said.
charged protons that are made by
"What we're doing, very converting energy into matter. The
basically, is taking individual UNM physicists then fire a beam of
subnuclear particles, shooting them anti-matter at a proton target and
at each other and seeing what when the two come into contact
happens," Dieterle said. "The they kill each other and convert
equipment used to do this (at Los back into energy.
"Tbe whole annihilation takes
Alamos National Laboratory and
Brookhaven National Laboratory) place in an incredibly small fraction
is extremely large, complex and of a second," Dieterle said. "The

amount of time it takes is comparable to what one 1econd i~ to
1000 times the life of the universe.''
While there are nwnerollS
theories as to what happens just
before and during annihilation,
none has been proven. The UNM
work has managed to disprove one
of the beliefs, that matter and anti"
matter can easily be made to fornt
nearly stable combinations,
Dieterle said.
"These combinations are far
more unstable than even we expected," he said.
The three physicists are planning
to perform detailed experiments on
the stability of matter and antimatter at CERN, a prestigious
nuclear laboratory in Geneva,
Switzerland.
"There's really no limit to what
our understanding of subnuclear
particles can lead to," Leavitt said.
"If we gain nothing ntore than
knowledge, at least we've satisfied
one of man's basic urges."

New Center Director Nan1ed
An internationally known
scientist/ clinician from the MaYO
Clinic and Medical School will
become director of the UNM
Cancer Research and Treatment
Center on Oct. 1•

are very lucky to have attracted a Los Alamos National Laboratories

Ct:ntt~r

phy~k::icuh.

man of such international stature as
Dr. Tomasi," UNM Regent Dr.
Philip Martinez said.

Tomasi is currently the William
H. Donner professor of imDr. Thomas B. Tomasi. the new munology and chairman of the
director, is a recognized leader in department of immunology at
the field of immunology and w!ll Mayowhichhejoined in 1973.
also be named UNM distinguished
He said he believes his challenge
professor ofmedical science.
will be to extend the Cancer
The announcement was made by Center's existing programs in
UNM Medical Center Director Dr. radiotherapy, medical oncology
Leonard Napolitano who said and surgical specialty areas to
Tomasi will bring to the medical include new areas pertinent to
~~ntrr a distinguished ~areer in canter treatment in collaborution
pructidn.u New \1cxico
ntedidnc .-_u!d pnn- ide the Cat~t'(:r wi!h
\\hh incrr;a\cd ~apahiUtie:-: ~n

n.·-..l.!'an.:h ln lhl~ t:ttlhC aut! u:eatm~w
nf'<:Jner.
"'!he Cmcer C~ntcr and UNM

1 Ul!HI>i ·,aid hi·' major cllorl will
!'ic Til !'lritit! W!~CJhcr !llc tnpriotch
o;dentht at l!NI\1 with >dentists at

so New Mexico will provide
leadership in the basic research
required in developing therapy for
malignant disease.
Tomasi received his medical
degree front the University of
Vermont and completed his clinical
training in internal medicine at
Coluntbia Presbyterian Hospital.
He also holds a doctorate in
biochemistry from Rockefeller
University.
He has been elected to the
American Society for Clinical
Investigators and the Association
of American Phy>icians and >Crvcs
w1 the Natinal Board of Medkal
Exarnincn,. Author of more than
2(MI ;cienti!'k publkatins, Tumasi
,,erve~ on the editorial hoard of nine
'cilmtifk Jnurna!s.

